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VISUAL CORRELATES OF FUNCTIONAL DIFFICULTIES IN PARKINSON'S 
DISEASE AND ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE 
(Order No. 3LfB345"q 
THOMAS M. LAUDATE 
Boston University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, 2012 
Major Professor: Alice Cronin-Golomb, Professor of Psychology 
ABSTRACT 
Although motor dysfunction in Parkinson's disease (PD) and memory deficits in 
Alzheimer's disease (AD) are the respective hallmark symptoms, both 
neurodegenerative disorders are also associated with significant disruptions in visual 
functioning. In PD, visuospatial function is impaired, particularly in patients with left-side 
onset of motor symptoms (LPD), reflecting pathology in right hemisphere brain regions, 
including the parietal lobe. LPD visuospatial performance is characterized by perceptual 
distortions, suggesting that lower-level visual processing may contribute to abnormal 
performance. In AD and PD, reduced contrast sensitivity and other visual difficulties 
have the potential to impact everyday functioning. The relation of PD visuospatial 
problems, and AD and PD contrast sensitivity deficits to higher-order impairments is 
understudied. 
The present experiments examined visual and visuospatial difficulties in these 
groups and evaluated an intervention to improve everyday visual function. Experiment I 
assessed performance on a line bisection task in PD. Participants included non-
demented patients (1 0 LPD, 10 with right-side motor onset [RPD]) and 11 normal control 
adults (NC). Performance was related to data from measures of retinal structure 
(Optical Coherence Tomography) and function (Frequency Doubling Technology; FDT) 
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across the eye. Correlations of structure and function were found for all groups. LPD 
showed predicted downward bisection bias in some sections of the left visual field. 
Expected rightward bisection bias in LPD was not consistently seen using this 
presentation method. For RPD, in some sectors, worse FDT sensitivity correlated with 
upward line bisection bias, as predicted. 
Experiment II investigated if performance of a complex, familiar visual search 
task (bingo) could be enhanced in AD and PD by manipulating the visual components of 
contrast, size, and visual complexity of task stimuli. Participants were 19 younger 
adults, 14 AD, 17 PD, and 33 NC. Increased stimulus size and decreased complexity 
improved performance for all groups. Increasing contrast also benefited the AD patients, 
presumably by compensating for their contrast sensitivity deficit, which was more severe 
than in the PD and NC groups. The general finding of improved performance across 
healthy and afflicted groups suggests the value of visual support as an easy-to-apply 
intervention to enhance cognitive performance. 
vii 
Errata. Most changes are due to data entry and interpretation errors regarding 
Frequency Doubling Technology (FDT) that reversed the direction of intensity of 
contrast sensitivity level and incorrectly identified some quadrants on FDT 
readouts. Other minor corrections are also included here. Corrected text and 
figure are below. The published article based on this work contains corrected 
data (Laudate eta/., in press, Behavioral Neuroscience). 
Page 22. Across all groups, the left eye (M [SE] = 19.71 [0.75] dB) had worse 
sensitivity than the right eye (M [SE] = 21.51 [.64] dB). 
Pages 22-23. Correlations of line bisection and FDT within a given sector. 
For RPD, there was a significant correlation between direction/magnitude of 
vertical line bisection performance and right-eye FDT contrast sensitivity in the 
superior left sector (Position 1; r = .80, p < .05), and similarly for the left eye in 
the center inferior sector (Position 8; r = .69, p< .05), with the worse the FDT 
sensitivity, the more likely to be biased downward. A correlation of worse FDT 
sensitivity and upward vertical line bisection performance was seen for the right 
eye in the center right sector (Position 6; r = -.67, p< .05). No correlations were 
found for any sectors for the LPD or NC groups. 
Pages 23-24. Correlations of line bisection and retinal nerve fiber layer 
thickness as measured by OCT within a given sector. For NC, there was a 
significant correlation in the left eye between RNFL thickness in the superior 
nasal quadrant and the direction/magnitude of bisection bias of horizontal 
bisection at Position 7 (lower left) (r [9] = .65; p < .05). RNFL thickness in the 
nasal quadrant of the right eye was correlated with line bisection bias at Position 
6 (center right) (r [9] = .74, p = .01). For both sectors, the thinner the RNFL, the 
more leftward bias on line bisection. RPD also showed correlations between 
RNFL and horizontal line bisection, with nasal quadrant thickness of the left eye 
correlated with performance at Position 4 (center left; r [9] = .83, p < .01); and 
nasal quadrant thickness of the right eye correlated with performance at Position 
6 (center right; r [9] = .84, p < .01). As was seen for NC, for both sectors, the 
thinner the RNFL, the more leftward bias on line bisection. There were no 
correlations between RNFL thickness and horizontal line bisection for LPD. 
Page 24. Correlations of visual field function (FDT) and RNFL thickness 
(OCT) for the same retinal quadrant. For NC, RNFL greater thickness of the 
superior quadrant in the right eye was significantly correlated with better FDT 
sensitivity in the same superior quadrant of the same eye (r = .68, p < .05). For 
LPD, there was a significant correlation between greater RNFL thickness of the 
superior temporal quadrant of the left eye and better FDT sensitivity in that same 
quadrant of the same eye (r = .68, p < .05). For RPD, greater RNFL thickness 
was correlated with better FDT sensitivity in the nasal quadrant (r = .68, p < .05) 
and also in the inferior quadrant (r = . 73, p < . 05) of the left eye. 
Pages 24-25. Correlations of retinal function (FDT) in the left and right eye 
for fields of view. For NC, a positive correlation was found for FDT sensitivity for 
the inferior center visual field of view (analogous to Position 2) across eyes (r = 
.81, p < .01). This is a comparison of the performance of the inferior retinal 
quadrants of the left and right eyes. FDT sensitivity for the left center field of view 
(analogous to Position 4) was also correlated across eyes (r = .64, p < .05). This 
is a comparison of the nasal retinal quadrant of the left eye and the temporal 
retinal quadrant of the right eye. Finally for NC FDT, a correlation across eyes 
was found for the inferior center field of view (analogous to Position 8) for the 
superior retinal quadrant of the left and right eyes (r= .76, p < .01). 
For RPD, positive correlations were found for FDT sensitivity in the superior 
center field of view (analogous to Position 2) for the inferior quadrant of the left 
and right eyes (r = . 77, p < .01 ); in the right center field of view (analogous to 
Position 6) for the temporal retinal quadrant of the left eye and the nasal retinal 
quadrant of the right eye (r = .93, p < .01 ); and in the inferior center field of view 
(analogous to Position 8) for the superior retinal quadrant of the left and right eye 
(r= .86, p < .01). No correlations were found for LPD. 
Page 32. Retinal function, as measured by the FDT, did not differ across groups, 
although overall, the left eye tended to have worse sensitivity than the right, 
which is consistent with findings of a general population study in Japan 
(Tatemichi et al., 2003). 
Pages 33-34. For NC, RNFL thickness in the superior nasal quadrant of the left 
eye was associated with horizontal line bisection performance at Position 
7.RNFL thickness in the nasal quadrant of the right eye was correlated with line 
bisection bias at Position 6. Thinner RNFLs were correlated with leftward bias. 
For RPD, RNFL thickness in the nasal quadrant of the right eye was associated 
with horizontal line bisection performance at Position 6, and nasal quadrant 
thickness in the left eye was associated with bisection performance at Position 4. 
Similar to NC, a thinner RPD RNFL was correlated with a leftward bisection bias. 
No such correlations were seen for LPD. In another comparison of function and 
structure, this time for retinal function and retinal structure, it was found that in 
NC, thicker RNFL was correlated with better FDT sensitivity in the superior 
quadrant of the right eye. Those with LPD showed the same correlation between 
thicker RNFL and better FDT sensitivity in the superior quadrant of the left eye. 
Those with RPD likewise showed thicker-RNFL I better-FDT correlations, for the 
inferior and nasal quadrants of the left eye. Retinal thinning is typically thought to 
be associated with functional loss (e.g., in HIV, Faria E Arantes et al., 201 0; with 
glaucoma, Tarek et al., 2003). 
In this study, we were also able to compare performance across two functional 
measures: line bisection and FDT, but there were no significant correlations for 
any group between direction/magnitude of bisection bias on horizontal line 
bisection and FDT contrast sensitivity for any sector. 
Page 66. Figure 3. (The two groups noted as showing a significant group 
difference at Position 5 were previously misidentified.) 
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Chapter 1. General Introduction 
From the time that James Parkinson made direct observations of patients in his 
essay on the "shaking palsy" that now bears his name (1817, reprinted 2002), to the 
current day when contemporary neuroimaging techniques are used to correlate patients' 
brain structure with motor symptoms (e.g., Lyoo, Ryu, & Lee, 2011; Bohnen et al., 2011 ), 
it has been apparent that Parkinson's disease (PO) is a disorder that is characterized by 
a disruption of physical movement. We now know that the motor dysfunction in PD 
primarily represents a degeneration of the midbrain substantia nigra and a resulting 
dysfunction of cortico-striato-thalamic circuitry. In 1907, Alois Alzheimer observed an 
"unusual illness of the cerebral cortex" in a woman who, after first exhibiting the 
symptom of jealousy of her husband (presumably unfounded), experienced a rapid loss 
of memory function (reprinted English translation: Alzheimer, Stelzmann, Schnitzlein, & 
Murtagh, 2002). We now know that the pronounced memory dysfunction in Alzheimer's 
disease (AD) is associated with the pathological change and loss of neurons initially in 
the medial temporal areas and posterior cortical structures. These prominent and 
disabling hallmark symptoms of the diseases, namely motor symptoms (in PO) and 
memory dysfunction (in AD) are not, however, the only symptoms that cause difficulties 
for those with the respective disorders. Many PD and AD patients also exhibit visual 
symptoms. These visual symptoms in conjunction with or independent of difficulties 
related to their hallmark symptom can have consequences for an array of daily living 
activities. 
In PD, for example, decreases in contrast sensitivity have been tied to reading 
speed, walking speed (Moes & Lombardi, 2009), driving abilities (Uc et al., 2009), and 
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self-reports of other visual activities of daily living (Seichepine et al., in press). In AD, 
contrast sensitivity deficits have been shown to negatively impact letter identification, 
word reading, picture naming, face discrimination (Gilmore, Cronin-Golomb, Neargarder, 
& Morrison, 2005; Cronin-Golomb, Gilmore, Neargarder, Morrison, & Laudate, 2007), 
and even the amount of food eaten by those with severe AD (Dunne, Neargarder, 
Cipolloni, & Cronin-Golomb, 2004). The existence of these visual deficits provides a 
potential for a visual intervention to have an impact on a functional limitation. That is, by 
manipulating visual features (such as visual contrast) of the stimuli used in common 
activities, visual deficits may be overcome, producing an increase in someone with AD 
or PO's ability to successfully participate in the activity. 
As well, most daily tasks that require movement also require visuospatial abilities 
and other aspects of visual functioning for successful accomplishment of the task. 
Researchers have begun to identify specific deficits in visuospatial functioning that are 
present in those whose PO symptoms begin on the left side of their body. Differences in 
spatial perception have been noted in those with LPD between the left and right visual 
field (e.g., Lee, Harris, Atkinson, & Fowler, 2001a; Lee, Harris, Atkinson, Nithi, & Fowler, 
2002; Harris, Atkinson, Lee, Nithi, & Fowler, 2003). This left body-side onset of PO 
(LPD) appears to indicate a greater right-sided brain dysfunction, which especially 
considering right-sided parietal functioning, may account for some of the impaired 
visuospatial symptoms seen in LPD. However, disruptions in retinal health such as 
decreased retinal dopamine (Archibald, Clarke, Mosimann, & Burn, 2009) and retinal 
thinning (lnzelberg, Ramirez, Nisipeanu & Ophir, 2004; Altinta~. l~eri, Ozkan, & Caglar, 
2008; Hajee et al., 2009) also have potential to impact visuospatial functioning in PD. 
The possible correlation of impaired retinal function and structure to visuospatial 
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performance across the visual field has not been examined. The examination of these 
factors can lead to a greater understanding of the interaction of eye-brain visual relations 
in PD. 
The present research examined the interaction of visual abilities and functional 
measures of performance in PD and AD. In Experiment 1 (Chapter 2), a line bisection 
task was used as a functional measure of visuospatial abilities in PD. Measures of 
retinal structure and function were examined in relation to the visuospatial task. 
Experiment 2 (Chapter 3) explored the relation of contrast sensitivity, acuity, and visual 
complexity to functional play in the game of bingo in AD, PD, and healthy adults. This 
research allows for a greater understanding of the visual function and dysfunction of 
these neurodegenerative diseases, and provides the groundwork for visually-based 
interventions to improve overall functioning on visual tasks. 
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Chapter 2. Visuospatial Function in Parkinson's Disease 
Introduction 
Oliver Sacks referred to parkinsonism as a "disorder of space-time parameters, a 
systematic warping of coordinate-systems" (1990, p.345). Those with PO have shown 
difficulties in multiple measures of visuospatial functioning (Cronin-Golomb, 2010), 
including spatial mental rotation (Amick, Grace, & Chou, 2006; Lee, Harris, & Calvert, 
1998), visuospatial problem solving (Cronin-Golomb & Braun, 1997), visuospatial 
sequence learning (Marinelli et al., 201 0; Perfetti et al., 201 0), judging the length of 
horizontal lines in two hemispheres (Harris et al., 2003), and in indicating the midpoint of 
a line on line bisection tasks (Barber, Tomer, Sroka, & Myslobodsky, 1985; Lee et al., 
2001 a & 2002; Starkstein, Leiguarda, Gershanik, & Berthier, 1987). This latter class of 
neuropsychological tasks assessing line bisection is often used to test for hemineglect. 
Line bisection. Line bisection tasks are visuospatial measures of a person's 
ability to indicate the true center of a visual stimulus. Classic line bisection tasks require 
a person to indicate the center by making a written mark on a preprinted stimulus line or 
by using a computerized equivalent. A variation of line bisection is the Landmark task, in 
which a person is shown a pre-intersected line and asked to judge which side of center 
the line is marked. More recently, classic line bisection tasks have been designed to 
require minimal motoric responses (e.g., indicating center by voice or simple keypress). 
PO patients' continued difficulty on these redesigned tasks (e.g., Oavidsdottir et al., 
2008) has lent support to the idea that visuospatial problems exist independently of PO 
patients' coexisting motoric dysfunction. These newer line bisection tasks minimize 
motor demands substantially, but line bisection remains a visual task that requires ocular 
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scanning. Despite indicators of oculomotor dysfunction in PD (Hunt, Sadun & Bassi, 
1995; Nakamura et al., 1991; Shibasaki, Tsuji, & Kuroiwa, 1979), the examination of the 
potential relation of eye scanning strategy and line bisection performance has been 
neglected. Little is known about the overall scanning strategy used by PD patients when 
attempting to solve a line-bisection task (e.g., which areas of the stimulus are examined 
most; if patterns of scanning resemble that of control participants), though PD gaze 
strategies have been found to be abnormal during another visually-based task 
(computer-presented Tower of London; Hodgson, Tiesman, Owen, & Kennard, 2002). 
Side of symptom onset and visuospatial function. There may be an 
interaction between visuospatial function and whether the individual with PD first 
experienced motor symptoms on the left or right side of their body. The cortico-striato-
thalamic circuitry that is contralateral to the body side of the initial motor symptoms in PD 
is affected most predominantly, and this is a functional imbalance that remains even 
after motor symptoms become bilateral (Rinne et al., 1993). It might be expected that 
those with symptoms initially affecting the left side of the body (LPD) would perform 
worse at spatial tasks because, for most individuals, the right cerebral hemisphere is 
more important for processing spatial information than the left (reviewed in Lezak et al., 
2004). In some cases, those with LPD have been shown to have more difficulty with 
tests of spatial perception than do those who had initial symptoms on the right side of 
their body (RPD; e.g., Blonder, Gur, Gur, Saykin, & Hurtig, 1989; Davidsdottir, Cronin-
Golomb, & Lee, 2005; Davidsdottir et al., 2008; Harris et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2001a; 
Lee, Harris, Atkinson, & Fowler, 2001 b; Tomer, Levin & Weiner, 1993), though some 
studies have not found this trend (e.g., Finali, Piccirilli, & Rizzuto, 1995; St. Clair, Bored, 
Sliwinski, Cote, & Stern 1998). 
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Visuospatial functioning in left body-side onset Parkinson's disease (LPD). 
The pattern of visuospatial distortion that has been noted in LPD patients includes their 
perception of objects in the left visual field as being smaller than objects in the right 
visual field (Harris et al., 2003) and their having a greater bias toward visual exploration 
on the right side of space compared to the left (Ebersbach et al., 1996). It has also been 
reported that PO patients experience problems when attempting to move through narrow 
spaces such as doorways (Davidsdottir et al., 2005; Lee & Harris, 1999). A study was 
conducted in which individuals with PO judged the width of an aperture by deciding 
whether they could hypothetically fit their body through projected virtual doorways of 
standard life-sized height but various widths. Those with LPD, but neither RPD nor 
those without PO, misjudged the size of the openings, overestimating by 10% the size of 
a virtual doorway that would be needed for them to be able to pass through (Lee et al., 
2001 b). Those patients misjudged actual doorways as well, and in a particular way. 
Whereas RPD patients and healthy adults reported that they were equally likely to bump 
into doorways on their right or left side, LPD patients reported primarily bumping on their 
left side (Davidsdottir et al., 2005), presumably due to misjudgments of that side of 
space. On tests of line bisection, LPD have shown a tendency for rightward deviation 
from center on horizontal line bisection tasks (Lee et al., 2001 a) and downward deviation 
on vertical line bisection tasks (Lee et al., 2002), apparently due to a perceived 
compression of space in the leftward and upper visual fields. 
Line bisection and landmark tasks in neglect patients and Parkinson's 
disease. In clinical groups with brain injuries, those with right hemisphere lesions 
tended to perform worse on line-bisection tasks than did those with left hemisphere 
lesions (Mennemeier, Vezey, Chatterjee, Rapcsak, & Heilman, 1997). For normal 
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control participants, the judgment of the center of a line is primarily mediated by right 
hemisphere parietal areas, and further, disruption of these areas can cause a left visual 
hemifield neglect on the task. For example, when healthy right-handed men performed 
a horizontal Landmark test, specific activation was seen in the right inferior parietal 
cortex extending into the right superior posterior parietal lobule, the striate and 
extrastriate cortex bilaterally, the vermis, and the left cerebellar hemisphere (Fink et al., 
2000). A manual response was required for the task, which likely accounts for activation 
of most of non-parietal areas. Similar activations were seen in healthy right-handed 
women who performed both horizontal and vertical Landmark tasks (Fink et al., 2001). 
A study that included both Landmark and line bisection tasks showed that each 
task, when compared to its own control task, differentially activated right intra-parietal 
sulcus and right lateral peristriate cortex. When performing the Landmark task, the 
anterior cingulate gyrus was additionally activated, and performance of line bisection 
additionally activated the frontal eye field (<;ic;ek, Deouell, & Knight, 2009). Poor 
performance on a line bisection task has been correlated with damage to the junction 
between the middle occipital gyrus and middle temporal gyrus. For the sample tested, 
the mean lesion size for those with biased line bisection was about 10% of total right 
hemisphere volume. Of interest, it has been argued that the anatomical and functional 
hemineglect as measured by line bisection tasks is dissociable from hemineglect as 
measured by cancellation tasks. The hemineglect measured by cancellation tasks was 
associated with lesions of superior temporal cortex and insula (Rorden, Fruhmann 
Berger, & Karnath, 2006; Verdon, Schwartz, Lovblad, Hauert, & Vuilleumier, 2010). This 
theory that there are two types of hemineglect- associated with two hemineglect tasks-
that are represented by independent areas of anatomical substrate has been 
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challenged recently with the counterclaim that both tasks crucially rely on the angular 
gyrus and primarily differ only in their sensitivity of measurement of hemineglect 
(Molenberghs & Sale, 2011 ). Regarding line bisection, it has also been shown that 
repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) applied to the posterior parietal 
region (intraparietal sulcus) induces normal participants to bisect a horizontal line at a 
significant rightward bias compared to their normal, non-rTMS performance (Ghacibeh, 
Shenker, Winter, Triggs, & Heilman, 2007). 
A rightward bisection bias was also seen in the performance of male LPD 
(Davidsdottir et al., 2008), and LPD of each gender (Lee et al. 2001 a; Starkstein et al., 
1987). Taken together, the functional MRI studies and rTMS data show that right 
parietal areas are associated with line bisection and Landmark tasks, and that disruption 
of right parietal networks causes a disruption of visuospatial function in healthy people 
that closely resembles the functional difficulties that are shown on these tasks by those 
with LPD. 
Additionally, there is evidence that performing horizontal compared to vertical 
Landmark task judgments activates different cortical substrate in normal participants. 
Horizontally oriented Landmark trials tend to activate right hemisphere structures (right 
lateral striate and extrastriate cortex) whereas vertically oriented trials tend to activate 
bilateral structures (medial striate and extrastriate cortex bilaterally extending into right 
medial parietal-occipital cortex and superior posterior parietal cortex bilaterally; Fink et 
al., 2001). 
Relation of spatial location to performance. Line bisection tasks have mostly 
been used to characterize relative visual disruption within limited (usually central) areas 
of the visual field. A hemispatial neglect study that did vary the location of bisection 
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stimuli across participants' field of view showed that patients with right hemisphere 
damage tended to bisect a line more rightward of center (mean error of 5.6%) when 
presented in the left hemifield, less so (mean error of 3.2%) when centrally presented, 
and toward the left of center (mean error of 1.1 %) when in the right hemifield 
(Mennemeier et al., 1997). A similar relative pattern was shown by those with LPD for a 
standard horizontal line bisection task and for a larger line bisection task projected on a 
screen. For the standard task, though, there was somewhat of a shift, with LPD showing 
a strong rightward bias (relative to the true center) for presentations in the left hemifield, 
a slight leftward bias when in the center, and a stronger leftward bias when in the right 
hemifield (Lee et al. 2001 a). An investigation of vertical line bisection in PD showed that 
those with LPD were biased toward bisecting lines below the true center, but revealed 
no clear difference in performance across left, center, and right visual field. The study 
did not investigate vertical line bisection performance specifically within the upper and 
lower visual fields (Lee et al., 2002). Better understanding of the interaction between 
stimulus location within the visual field and line judgment performance can be 
accomplished by presenting stimuli at various positions across a visual array. 
Possible retinal contributions to visuospatial symptoms. Some of the 
visuospatial symptoms shown in PD may be attributed to the disease's impacts on 
cortical and subcortical regions within the visual system (Clower, Dum, & Strick, 2005; 
Witt, Kopper, Deuschl, & Krack, 2006). By contrast, despite possible mechanisms of 
dysfunction, there has been little examination of PO's impact on visuospatial functioning 
at the level of the retina. For instance, there is suggestion that retinal dopamine is 
reduced in PD (reviewed in Archibald et al., 2009), and such a deficiency may influence 
functional vision. In non-PD glaucoma cases, the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) cell 
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loss that is related to increased intraocular pressure can be measured, and areas of 
retinal thinning tend to correspond to respective areas of functional loss in the visual field 
(Mohammadi et al., 2004; El Beltagi et al., 2003). In PD, abnormal loss of retinal nerve 
cells, resulting in areas of RNFL thinning has also been seen (lnzelberg et al., 2004; 
Altintal? et al., 2008; Hajee et al., 2009}, with pilot work suggesting that more thinning 
exists in the patient's eye that is contralateral to the side of the body more affected by 
the disease (Cubo et al., 201 0). Degree of thinning of the inner retinal layer in PD has 
been shown to be independent of intraocular pressure, suggesting against an 
explanation based on a simple glaucomatous process (Hajee et al., 2009). As well, 
although foveal thickness has not been found to be significantly reduced in PD, lesser 
foveal thickness was significantly correlated with PD motor symptom severity (Aitintal? et 
al., 2008), though the authors did not appear to control for the possible confound of age. 
Physical or chemical disruptions of retinal cells can cause a temporary or 
permanent condition in which visual space is perceived as being larger (macropsia) or 
smaller (micropsia) than it is actually (see Laudate & Nelson, 201 0). It is reasonable to 
hypothesize that areas of retinal fiber layer thinning could cause a state of functional 
disruption on visuospatial tasks in analogous areas of the visual field. 
A better understanding of visuospatial deficits and possible contributions of 
retinal structure and function in PD can be attained by documenting specific aspects of 
the disease and may lay the groundwork for interventions to improve quality of life. In 
the current study, it was hypothesized that PD patients, especially LPD, would be 
impaired on a line bisection task relative to the control group, particularly in the left visual 
field; and that patterns of scanning during the task would differ across groups, with LPD 
least resembling the other groups. Further, it was predicted that thinning of specific 
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retinal nerve fiber layer areas (revealed by OCT) and its functional correlate in visual 
field loss (revealed by FOT) would correlate with performance on the bisection task in 
the associated field of view. This set of comparisons of line bisection across the visual 
field with functional and structural measures of retinal quadrants is unique to this study. 
Experiment 1: Methods. 
Participants. Participants were non-demented individuals with idiopathic PO, 
whose prominent initial motor symptom or symptoms were present on the left side (LPO, 
n=10, 3 female) or right side (RPO, n=10, 6 female) of their body, and healthy normal 
control participants (NC, n=11, 7 female). LPO, RPO and NC were matched for age and 
education, F(2, 28) = 1.88, p = 0.17 and F(2, 28) = 0.84, p = 0.44, respectively. Mean 
age in years for LPO was 63.9 (SO = 8.6); RPO 66.9 (SO = 8.0); NC 70.2 (SO = 5.5). 
Mean education in years for LPO was 16.1 (SO = 2.1 ); RPO 15.9 (SO = 1.4); NC 16.9 
(SO = 2.0). The three groups performed similarly on the Mini-Mental State Exam 
(MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) or Modified Mini-Mental State Exam (Stern, 
Sane, Paulson, & Mayeux, 1987) with scores converted to standard MMSE scores, F(2, 
26) = .54, p = .59. Two LPO and one RPO were left-handed, an additional two RPO self-
identified as ambidextrous; all other participants were right-handed. 
Other than for a PO diagnosis for those in the PO group, participants were free of 
major medical abnormalities as determined by health history screening. Exclusion 
criteria included co-existing serious chronic medical illnesses (including psychiatric or 
neurological), use of psychoactive medication besides antidepressants and anxiolytics in 
the PO group, use of any psychoactive medications in the NC group, history of 
intracranial surgery, traumatic brain injury, and alcoholism or other drug abuse. 
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Participants received a detailed neuro-ophthalmological examination to rule out visual 
disorders arising from dysfunction of the anterior pathways, including cataracts, 
glaucoma, and macular degeneration. No participant met or exceeded pre-determined 
cutoff scores on measures of depression, either the Beck Depression Inventory 11 
(administered to those aged 64 years or younger; cutoff= 14, Beck, Steer, & Brown, 
1996), or the Geriatric Depression Scale (administered to those 65 or older; cutoff= 17, 
Yesavage, 1988) (mood data unavailable for 2 NC, 2 LPD, 1 RPD). Initial side of motor 
symptom onset information was gathered in a review of neurology records or by patient 
self-report. Motor disability as indexed by Hoehn and Yahr stage (H&Y; Hoehn & Yahr, 
1967) was similar for the LPD and RPD groups, Kolmogorov-Smith (K-S) Z = 0.1.07, P = 
0.21. The median stage of H&Y was 1.75 (off medications). Seven patients (3 LPD/4 
RPD) were stage 1.5 (unilateral), 5 patients (3 LPD/2 RPD) were stage 2 or 2.5 (mild 
bilateral), and 3 patients (1 LPD/2 RPD) were stage 3 (moderate bilateral with postural 
instability). H& Y data was unavailable for 3 LPD and 1 RPD. Mean Parkinson's disease 
duration was 9.1 years (SD = 4.9, range 1-21) with no difference between LPD and 
RPD, t (17) = 0.301, P = 0.77 (LPD: M= 9.5 years; SD = 4.4, range: 4-16; RPD: M= 8.8 
years, SD = 5.6, range 1-21). Disease duration information was unavailable for 1 LPD. 
Participant characteristics are summarized in Table 1. 
[ Insert Table 1 about here] 
Procedures. Study procedures were reviewed and approved by the Charles 
River Campus Institutional Review Board of Boston University. All participants gave 
written informed consent. 
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Line bisection. A series of line bisection/landmark tests were presented to 
participants binocularly at one of nine grid positions on an LCD computer display 
(approximate display dimensions: 19 inch diagonal; 12 inch vertical by 15 inch 
horizontal). Stimuli consisted of an approximately 6 inch line (subtending 15.5 degrees 
of visual angle at 22 inches viewing distance) intersected at a right angle by a 1.5 inch 
target line. The target line was initially presented as offset from the center of the long 
line by 8% to 12% of the total long line length (Davidsdottir et al., 2008) at 0.5% 
increments. To minimize bias associated with the side from which the target line initially 
appears (Davidsdottir et al., 2008}, the starting position of the target line was alternated 
on either side of true center across trials. The long line was oriented either horizontally 
or vertically in blocks of 6 trials each, at each of 9 grid positions on the computer display 
(see Figure 1 ). Four orders of presentation were used, with each participant receiving 
one order. Across orders, the following elements were varied: the sequence of where 
on the grid the blocks of stimuli were presented (randomly chosen); the order of 
presentation of orientation (horizontal or vertical; random within the constraint of equal 
numbers of each), and the starting direction of the target line (whether the block begins 
with the target line above or below center for vertical trials; or left or right of center for 
horizontal trials; random within the constraint of equal numbers of each). For each trial, 
the experimenter moved the target line in the initial direction toward the center of the 
long line in small steps (each being 0.5% of the long line length) and participants were 
instructed to verbally indicate when the target line reached the exact center. Trials were 
untimed and participants could request that the position of the target line be adjusted in 
either direction until they were satisfied with the position. Participants rested their chin 
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on a chinrest, essentially fixing the position of the head and body. Eye movements were 
unrestrained. 
Analysis of performance of line bisection tasks presents unique challenges when 
considering both the side and magnitude of potential error (or bias) of response. Most 
often in the literature, the bisected line is conceptualized as a number line. For each 
marked response, the true center is represented by zero, and increasingly greater 
distances from center are represented by more positive numbers in one direction, and 
more negative numbers in the other direction. The values of all responses are averaged 
for a given condition. Cic;ek (2009) refers to this metric as "bias parameter," and was 
used for the major analyses and correlations of line bisection in the present study. 
Despite this method's common use, it is possible that it could obscure some trends -for 
example, in cases of high variability of bias. To get a more complete view of 
performance, it was decided a priori to also examine the data by including three other 
methods of analyses of the main effects of the line bisection task. First, counts of the 
number of times that respondent errors fell on either side of true center of a line 
bisection trial ("counts") were tallied for horizontal and vertical trials at each screen 
position. This measure allows for examination of differences in the frequency of error on 
each side of true center, separate from the magnitude of the error. Second, the 
magnitude of error was measured at each screen position, regardless of side of bias, 
using the absolute deviation from the midline ("overall error magnitude"; a metric that 
Cic;ek refers to as "bisection error"). And third, differences were examined in the 
magnitude of error, taking into account the side of bias (termed here "side-specific error 
magnitude"). This measure allows a comparison of magnitude of error between the two 
sides of center. 
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Frequency Doubling Technology. A method of measuring visual function 
across the retina is by using Frequency Doubling Technology (FDT) equipment. 
"Frequency doubling" refers to the perception that happens when a low spatial frequency 
sinusoidal grading (i.e., a striped stimulus) rapidly alternates in contrast and appears to 
approximately double in its spatial frequency (i.e., more stripes are perceived than are 
actually present; Rosli, Bedford, & Maddess, 2009). Magnocellular retinal ganglion cells 
are specifically tuned to frequency doubling stimulation. FDT equipment uses frequency 
doubling stimuli as a measure of visual function across the retina (i.e., perimetry). Small 
frequency doubling patches are individually projected at specific points across the retina. 
Participants fixate on a central point, and are asked to respond by button press when 
they see a patch appear. Contrast strength of the stimuli is varied to determine visual 
thresholds (in dB) at each point. A Humphrey Matrix with Welch Allyn Frequency 
Doubling Technology machine (Zeiss Series 715) was used. Because testing was done 
at the end of a full eye examination, participants' pupils were dilated during the FDT 
testing. Participants were tested monocularly, right eye followed by left eye as per 
standard optometric practice. Participants were shown a 30-2 stimulus presentation 
pattern, which refers to the grid upon which the FDT samples the functioning of areas of 
the central 30° the retina. The samples represent responses to 5° targets, 17 in each of 
4 retinal quadrants and 1 central macular target. One participant who received a 
comprehensive eye examination from his personal ophthalmologist had been given a 24-
2 pattern, which samples the central 24° of the retina and uses 3 or 4 (depending on the 
quadrant) fewer targets in the outer edge of each quadrant compared to the 30-2 
pattern, and 1 central macular target. Threshold readings were averaged for a given 
quadrant. The FDT output divides the measured retinal surface into quadrants in a "+" 
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formation (i.e., two upper, two lower quadrants; see Figure 1 b). To better match OCT 
quadrant distribution and the 9 positions of line bisection, output was also divided into 
quadrants in an "X" formation (i.e., upper/lower/nasal/temporal; see Figure 1 c), with 
threshold readings averaged within the given areas, and readings that fell on the border 
of two quadrants weighted at Y2 weight. 
Optical Coherence Tomography. A way to measure the structure of the retina 
is with Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT). OCT is an in vivo imaging technique in 
which equipment emits light toward the retina and interprets the backscatter of the 
reflected light to create a high-resolution image, much like the interpretation of the 
backscatter of sound is used to form an image in ultrasound technologies (Hee et al., 
1995; Huang et al., 1991). A Zeiss Stratus OCT (Model 3000) machine was used. The 
OCT uses a super luminescent diode to project a broad bandwidth near-infrared light 
beam (820 nm) onto the retina while participants look at a fixation point. The machine 
"compares the echo time delays of light reflected from the retina with the echo time 
delays of the same light beam reflected from a reference mirror at known distances" 
(Aitinta~ et al., 2008, p. 139). A Fast RNFL (retinal nerve fiber layer) scan was 
performed on each eye of each participant. The protocol consisted of 360° circular 
scans with a diameter of 3.4 mm centered on the optic disc. Software in the OCT 
machine calculated parapapillary RNFL thickness for temporal quadrant thickness 
(316°-45°), superior quadrant thickness (46°-135°), nasal quadrant thickness (136°-
2250), and inferior quadrant thickness (226°-315°; Altinta~ et al., 2008). Fast Retinal 
Thickness Map and Fast RNLF Thickness readouts were produced for each eye of each 
participant. Participants' pupils were dilated during the procedure and participants were 
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tested monocularly, right eye followed by left eye. Usable scans were obtained from all 
participants. 
[ Insert Figure 1 about here ] 
Terminology and relation between measures of line-bisection, OCT, and 
FDT. As noted above, line-bisection stimuli were presented in one of nine regions or 
"positions" (positions 1-9) within a participant's field of view (Figure 1 a). Retinal 
measures (OCT, FDT) are divided into quadrants corresponding to sectors of the visual 
field (Figure 1 b &c). For the sake of terminology in this paper, a "position" refers to a 
grid-like section of the monitor in which line bisection stimuli were presented, a 
"quadrant" refers to a single section of the retina that is measured by the OCT or FDT, 
and a "sector" refers to the interaction -that is, the portion of the visual field in which a 
position is viewed by a single corresponding retinal quadrant (Figure 1d). "Field of view" 
is used here similarly to the term "sector" but refers to the combination of retinal areas 
across the left and right eye that are responsible for viewing a particular position or 
positions. 
Eye tracking. Tracking and recording of eye movements was accomplished with 
an Applied Science Laboratories (ASL) eye tracking system. A model D6 camera array 
was located underneath the stimulus monitor and used infrared light to discern the 
participant's pupil and corneal reflection. These two data points were constantly 
monitored through Eye-Trac software (user interface software version 1.58.4.0) to 
discern the position of the eye. Viewing was binocular, but only the left eye was tracked 
(as per Clark, Neargarder, & Cronin-Golomb, 201 0; Wong, Cronin-Golomb, & 
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Neargarder, 2005). The camera tracked at 60 Hz, and the system used an ASL EYE-
TRAG 6 Control unit (control unit software version 6.40.03). System accuracy was 0.5 
degree visual angle, and resolution was 0.25 degree visual angle. A 9-point calibration 
sequence was utilized at the beginning of each session and as needed during testing, to 
allow the equipment to accurately and continually calculate the participant's point of 
gaze relative to the display. Line bisection stimuli were presented using Microsoft 
PowerPoint (version 2000 SP-3) which was synched to the Eye-Trac software through 
custom software programming by ASL. Eye tracking data were processed using ASL 
Results software (version 1.17.09). 
Eye tracking was attempted on all participants, and usable data for a sub-sample 
(9 NC, 10 LPD, 9 RPD) were collected. The data from 2 NC and 1 RPD were not used. 
Data were not usable when the eye tracking equipment was unable to automatically or 
manually make or maintain a consistent "lock" on the eye reference points. If this 
happened for more than approximately half of the 6 trials in any block, the participant's 
data were not used. Occasional brief loss of eye lock was common for the remaining 
participants. 
Areas of Interest. The ASL Results software allows the creation of Areas of 
Interest (AOis) that are designated regions of the stimulus display. Calculations could 
be made of the percentage of time the participant spent looking within an AOI region. 
Three equally-sized rectangular AOis were created for each line bisection stimulus. 
They were located on the center of the line, the positive side of the line (rightward for 
horizontal bisection; upward for vertical bisection), and on the negative side of the line 
(leftward for horizontal bisection; downward for vertical bisection). The AOis also 
encompassed a small amount of the surrounding area. The three AOis were located 
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directly next to each other, but were non-overlapping. Demarcations for AOis were 
never visible to the participant. The ASL Results software treated the area of the display 
that did not contain one of the AOis as a fourth region. Percentage of time the 
participant spent looking within each AOI or the fourth region was calculated by the 
software. 
Results 
Because deficits observed in line bisection performance in one screen position 
did not relate to the presence of deficits in the other screen positions, observations were 
viewed as independent and a Bonferroni correction was not applied. This was likewise 
the case for FDT and OCT measurements -that is, deficits found in one quadrant of a 
single participant's eye did not relate to the presence of deficits in the other quadrants of 
the same participant's eye and observations were treated as independent. Figure 1 
includes diagrams of all screen positions and retinal quadrants. 
Line bisection. 
Main effects. 
Bias parameter analysis. A 2x3x9 (orientation x group x screen position) 
repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of group, F (2, 28) = 4.2, p < .05, and 
of position, F (5.9, 21) = 2.2, Huynh-Feldt corrected (E = .738). Tukey HSD tests showed 
that LPD differed from RPD (p < .05). Post hoc pairwise comparisons showed that 
overall performance at position 7 (M [SE] = -0.05 [.41]) differed from performance at 
positions 5 (M [SE] = 1.39 [.36]; p < .05) and 6 (M [SE] = 1.43 [.38]; p < .05). No other 
main effects or interactions were statistically significant. 
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Additional analyses. Additional a priori analyses were performed. Paired-sample 
t-tests were run across groups for line bisection performance at each position for each 
orientation. LPD differed from NC at position 6 for the horizontal orientation (t [19] = 
2.21, p<.05), with LPD bisecting the stimuli more rightward than NC. RPD differed from 
NC at both position 1 (t [19] = 2.09, p = .05) and position 4 (t [15.2] = 2.19, p < .05) for 
the vertical orientation, with RPD bisecting the stimuli more downward than NC in each 
case. LPD differed from RPD at position 1 (t [18] = 2.32, p < .05) and position 5 (t [18] = 
2.47, p < .05) for the vertical orientation, with LPD bisecting more upward than RPD in 
each case. Also at position 5, for horizontal bisection, LPD bisected more rightward than 
RPD (t [18] = 2.12, p < .05). At position 2 for horizontal bisection, LPD bisected more 
leftward than RPD (t [18] = 2.36, p < .05). 
Within-group paired-sample t-tests compared performance at the center position 
(position 5) to each of the other positions, for each bisection orientation. For NC and for 
RPD, there were no differences found between position 5 and any of the other positions. 
LPD performance differed on the left side of the field compared to the center. 
Performance at position 1 for the horizontal orientation was more leftward than at 
position 5 (t [9] = 2.33, p < .05), and for the vertical orientation, it was more downward 
than at position 5 (t [9] = 2.80, p < .05). Position 7 vertical performance was more 
downward than at position 5 (t [9] = 3.40, p < .01 ). See Figure 2 for horizontal line 
bisection performance, and Figure 3 for vertical line bisection performance, each by 
position and by group. 
[Insert Figures 2 and 3 about here] 
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Supplementary analyses. 
Counts. Using an alternate method of analysis of line bisection, counts of the 
number of times that respondent errors fell on either side of true center were tallied for 
horizontal and vertical trials at each of the 9 screen positions. Chi squares were 
computed for group x count (of left or right, down or up responses, relative to center) for 
each orientation and screen position. No significant differences were found across 
groups (p > .05). 
Overall error magnitude. When an error was made, the overall magnitude of the 
error was calculated, using the absolute deviation from the midline regardless of side of 
bias (Cic;ek's "bisection error'' [2009]). No significant differences were found across 
groups (p > .05). 
Side-specific error magnitude. The magnitude of error that was made on one 
side of true center, compared to the other side, was examined across groups for a given 
condition, when an error was made. A significant difference in magnitude of error in a 
given condition was found for NC vs. RPD in screen position 4 (left center) in the 
downward position of the vertical orientation. That is, for participants who made 
downward errors at that position, those with RPD (M [SE] = 2.16 [1.21]) showed a 
greater downward bias than did the NC (M [SE] = 1.03 [1.19]; t [19] = 2.15; p<.05). For 
vertical line bisection at screen position 5 (center), LPD showed a greater average 
magnitude of upward bias (M [SE] = 4.05 [2.90]) than did RPD (M [SE] =1.89 [1.45]) for 
upward errors (t [18] = 2.11, p< .05). 
Frequency Doubling Technology (FDT). A 2x3x4 (eye [left, right] x group x 
retinal quadrant [superior-temporal, superior-nasal, inferior-temporal, inferior-nasal) 
repeated measures ANOVA showed a main effect of eye, F (1, 28) = 13.9, p < .001 
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Huynh-Feldt corrected (c = 1.0). Across all groups, the left eye (M [SE] = 19.71 [0.75] 
dB) had greater sensitivity than the right eye (M [SE] = 21.51 [.64] dB). There was no 
effect of group, and inspection of the individual group means indicated that this relative 
trend of mean sensitivity was seen in each of the groups. No other main effects or 
interactions were statistically significant. 
Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT). A 2x3x4 (eye [left, right] x group x 
retinal quadrant) repeated measures ANOVA showed a main effect of eye, F (1, 27) = 
5.33, p < .05 (right retina [M (SE) = 90.9 (2.7) !Jm] was thicker than left retina [M (SE) = 
87.7 (2.5) !Jm]). There was no effect of group; inspection of the group means indicated 
that this pattern was seen for NC and RPD, with LPD means being relatively similar 
across eyes. A main effect of quadrant was also found, F (3, 25) = 43.9, p < .001 
(superior quadrant [M [SE] = 104.4 [3.4] 1-1m] is thicker than temporal [M [SE] = 73.1 [2.6] 
!Jm] and nasal [M [SE] = 70.1 [4. 7] !Jm]; inferior quadrant [M [SE] = 109.8 [3.6] 1-1m] is 
also thicker than temporal and nasal). This relative pattern of means was seen in each 
of the groups. The quadrant x group interaction was statistically significant, F (6, 27) = 
3.5, p < .01. Posthoc independent sample t-tests showed that retinal thickness in the 
temporal quadrant was thinner in LPD than in RPD (t [17] = 2.85, p<.05); no other 
comparisons were significantly different. No other main effects or interactions were 
significant. 
Correlations of FDT, OCT, and line bisection. 
Correlations of horizontal line bisection and vertical line bisection within a 
given screen position. For LPD, there was a significant correlation between horizontal 
and vertical bisection at the left center position (Position 4) (r = .68, p < .05). At that 
position, those who were biased rightward on horizontal line bisection were also biased 
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upward on vertical line bisection; and conversely, leftward horizontal bias was 
associated with downward vertical bias. No horizontal-vertical correlations were found at 
other positions for LPD, or at any position for the RPD or NC groups. 
Correlations of line bisection and FDT within a given sector. For RPD, there 
was a significant correlation between direction/magnitude of vertical line bisection 
performance and FDT contrast sensitivity in the superior left sector (Position 1; r = .80, p 
< .05). At this sector, the worse the FDT sensitivity, the more likely to be biased upward. 
A similar correlation was also found for vertical line bisection performance and FDT 
sensitivity at the inferior center sector (Position 8) (r = .65, p < .05). No correlations 
were found for any sectors for the LPD or NC groups. 
Correlations of line bisection and retinal nerve fiber layer thickness as 
measured by OCT within a given sector. For NC, there was a significant correlation in 
the left eye between RNFL thickness in the inferior temporal quadrant and 
direction/magnitude performance on both horizontal (r = . 76; p < .01) and vertical (r = 
.80; p < .01) line bisection at Position 7. At Position 8, RNFL thickness in the inferior 
center quadrant of the left eye was correlated with horizontal line bisection performance 
(r= -.74, p < .01). For both sectors, the thinner the RNFL, the more likely that line 
bisection performance would be biased toward the right (horizontal bisection) or upward 
(vertical bisection), and conversely, the thicker the RNFL, the more likely to be biased 
toward the left or downward, respectively. No correlations were found for other sectors. 
For LPD, there was a significant correlation between direction/magnitude of 
vertical line bisection performance at Position 2 and RNFL thickness in the superior 
quadrant of the right eye (r = -.68, p < .05). For this sector, the thinner the RNFL, the 
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more likely to be biased upward, and conversely, the thicker the RNFL, the more likely to 
be biased downward. 
Also for LPD, there was a significant correlation between direction/magnitude of 
horizontal line bisection at Position 4 performance and RNFL thickness in the nasal 
quadrant of the right eye (r = -.67, p < .05). For this sector, the thinner the RNFL, the 
more likely to be biased toward the right, and conversely, the thicker the RNFL, the more 
likely to be biased toward the left. No correlations were found at other screen positions 
or for RPD. 
Correlations of visual field function (FDT) and RNFL thickness (OCT) for 
the same retinal quadrant. For NC, RNFL greater thickness of the superior quadrant in 
the right eye was significantly correlated with worse FDT sensitivity in the same superior 
quadrant of the same eye (r = .68, p < .05). Greater RNFL thickness of the inferior 
temporal quadrant of the right eye was correlated with worse FDT sensitivity in the same 
quadrant of the same eye (r= .71; p < .05). 
For LPD, there was a significant correlation between greater RNFL thickness of 
the superior quadrant of the left eye and worse FDT sensitivity in that same quadrant of 
the same eye (r = .68, p < .05). 
For RPD, greater RNFL thickness was correlated with worse FDT sensitivity in 
the nasal quadrant (r = .68, p < .05) and also in the inferior quadrant (r = . 73, p < .05) of 
the left eye. 
Correlations of retinal function (FDT) in the left and right eye for fields of 
view. For NC, a positive correlation was found for FDT sensitivity for the superior center 
visual field of view (analogous to Position 8) across eyes (r= .81, p < .01). This is a 
comparison of the performance of the superior retinal quadrants of the left and right 
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eyes. FDT sensitivity for the left center field of view (analogous to Position 4) was also 
correlated across eyes (r = .64, p < .05). This is a comparison of the nasal retinal 
quadrant of the left eye and the temporal retinal quadrant of the right eye. Finally for 
NC, FDT a correlation across eyes was found for the inferior center field of view 
(analogous to Position 2) for the inferior retinal quadrant of the left and right eyes (r = 
.76, p < .01). 
For RPD, positive correlations were found for FDT sensitivity in the inferior center 
field of view (analogous to Position 8) for the superior quadrant of the left and right eyes 
(r= .77, p < .01); in the right centerfield of view (analogous to Position 6) for the 
temporal retinal quadrant of the left eye and the nasal retinal quadrant of the right eye (r 
= .93, p < .01 ); and in the superior center field of view (analogous to Position 2) for the 
inferior retinal quadrant of the left and right eye (r = .86, p < .01 ). No correlations were 
found for LPD. 
Correlations of RNFL thickness (OCT) in the left and right eye for fields of 
view. A positive correlation was found between the left and right eye for RNFL 
thickness in the inferior retinal quadrant (superior center field of view; analogous to 
Position 2) for NC (r= .72, p < .05), LPD (r= .87, p < .01), and RPD (r= .63, p < .05). 
For LPD, there was also a negative correlation (r = -.89, p < .01) found for RNFL 
thickness between the left and right eyes for the quadrants that view the left center field 
of view (i.e., nasal quadrant of left eye and temporal quadrant of right eye; analogous to 
Position 4). 
Eye tracking preliminary study. Eye tracking in PD for functional tasks is an 
understudied area, and is therefore included here. Due to inconsistent eye lock that led 
to non-inclusion of data for about 10% of the individuals tested (3/31 ), apparently valid 
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eye gazes falling outside of AOis due to loss of calibration, and other minor technical 
difficulties, these data should be considered preliminary. 
Data are the percentage of the participants' time spent looking within the center 
AOI (C-AOI), positive AOI (P-AOI), negative AOI (N-AOI), or region outside of those 
AOis, while performing the line bisection task described above. Because of multiple 
comparisons, a conservative alpha value of 0.01 was used. 
Between-group comparisons. Student's t-tests for unequal sample sizes and 
unequal variance were calculated for each AOI across two participant groups for line 
bisection stimuli at a given screen position. For horizontal line bisection, positions 4, 5, 
and 6 were examined. For vertical line bisection, positions 2, 5, and 8 were examined. 
No significant differences were found between groups. 
Within-group comparisons. Dependent Student's t-tests were calculated for a 
specific AOI for the same participant group, for two positions on opposite sides of the 
screen (positions 4 and 6 for horizontal line bisection, and 2 and 8 for vertical line 
bisection). Comparisons were also made of difference in time spent looking within each 
of the three AOis at selected screen positions (4, 5, or 6 for horizontal; 2, 5, or 8 for 
vertical line bisection). Patterns of relative time spent in AOis can be compared across 
positions for a single group, to see if there are relative shifts in looking strategy across 
the visual field. 
Horizontal orientation AOI comparisons. Comparisons were made of relative 
time spent in a given AOI on the left vs. right areas of the screen (positions 4 and 6, 
respectively) for a given participant group. NC and LPD each showed the same pattern, 
each spent relatively more time in C-AOI at position 6 (than at position 4), and in N-AOI 
at position 4 (compared to position 6). There was no difference across positions for P-
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AOI for either group. By contrast, RPD showed no difference for C-AOI or N-AOI, and 
spent relatively more time in P-AOI at position 6 (compared to position 4). 
Comparisons were made of the three AOis within a position, for a single group 
(Table 2). For NC, the relative patterns were the same on the left and right central 
positions (4 and 6, respectively). The pattern at the central position (position 5) differed 
from the other positions mainly in that participants on average looked within the negative 
AOI more often than the central AOI, a reversal of the pattern at the other two positions. 
At position 5, C-AOI and P-AOI did not differ. LPD and RPD showed the same N-AOI 
and C-AOI pattern switch as NC. They also showed a difference in position 6 compared 
to the other positions, with relatively more time spent looking at P-AOI than N-AOI. For 
LPD, relative time in C-AOI was more than P-AOI at position 5. RPD showed no 
difference for this relation, like NC. RPD also showed no difference between P-AOI and 
N-AOI at position 4. 
Vertical orientation AO/ comparisons. Comparisons were made of relative time 
spent in a given AOI on the upper vs. lower areas of the screen (positions 2 and 8, 
respectively) for a given participant group. NC and RPD showed patterns opposite to 
each other. Each showed a difference in relative time spent looking in C-AOI and N-
AOI, but for NC, time in C-AOI was more at position 8, while RPD was more at position 
2. Time in N-AOI for NC was more at position 2, but for RPD, was more at position 8. 
Time at P-AOI did not differ for either group. LPD showed the same C-AOI and N-AOI 
pattern described above for NC, but LPD also showed a significant difference for P-AOI, 
spending more time there at position 2 compared to position 8. 
Comparisons were made of the three AOis within a position, for a single group 
(Table 3). NC spent relatively more time in N-AOI com_pared to C-AOI in position 2, but 
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not in the other positions. This pattern held true for LPD and RPD, too. For NC, position 
2 also held a greater N-AOI than P-AOI, with no difference for NC seen between those 
AOis at the other positions. 
LPD had an N-AOI relative time greater than P-AOI for the upper (position 2) and 
lower (position 8) positions, but no significant difference in position 5. 
RPD also showed the N-AOI I P-AOI pattern that LPD showed. In addition, RPD 
showed relative time in C-AOI to be greater than in P-AOI for positions 5 and 8, but no 
significant difference for those AOis at position 2. 
[Insert Tables 2 and 3 about here] 
Qualitative visualization data. "Heat map" visualizations of the locations where 
participants looked while performing the line bisection task were created. These 
diagrams represent overall viewing patterns during each condition for each participant 
group, with darker areas representing longer times spent looking at an area. See 
Figures 4 & 5. For vertical line bisection, both PD groups (compared to NC) appeared to 
look more centrally with less exploration of the ends of the line (especially the lower end) 
for trials in the inferior central visual field. In horizontal line bisection, LPD appeared to 
explore more on the right side of the line than the left, in the central visual field. 
[ Insert Figures 4 and 5 about here ] 
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Discussion 
Patterns of visuospatial functioning were investigated across the visual field, 
measuring retinal structure and function across the retina. Functional and structural 
relations were found for various retinal and visual field areas in each group. 
Based on prior reports of line bisection performance in PD, LPD were predicted 
to show biases in line bisection in a downward direction for vertical stimuli and rightward 
for horizontal stimuli, particularly in the left or upward regions of space. For vertically 
orientated line bisection, LPD showed the expected greater downward bias at position 1 
(left upper visual field) and position 7 (lower center visual field) compared to their 
performance at the central position 5. An expected LPD greater rightward bias for 
horizontal stimuli was found in comparison to RPD performance at position 5. However, 
at position 2, LPD bisected more leftward than RPD, and again, more leftward when 
LPD's own performance was compared at position 1 and position 5. Those with RPD 
were expected to perform either similarly to NC or to bisect in an upward bias on vertical 
line bisection. It was found that RPD bisected in a more downward direction than NC at 
position 1 and position 4. Impairments of vertical gaze are sometimes present in those 
with PD, and it is possible that biases seen here in PD vertical line bisection 
performance may reflect such impairments. More research in this area is warranted. 
Because of the research design, it was possible to compare performance on 
horizontal and vertical orientations of line bisection at each of the screen positions. A 
correlation was found for LPD in the center left field of view (position 4), such that 
rightward horizontal line bisection bias was associated with an upward bias for vertical 
line bisection. This was a unique finding among the groups. Like in the present study, 
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Post, O'Malley, Yeh, and Bethel (2006) found no correlation between horizontal and 
vertical bisection in normal participants. 
Alternate ways of analyzing line bisection data were examined by analyzing the 
counts of how often groups bisected on one side of true center compared to the other; 
the overall magnitude of error regardless of side of bias; and magnitude of error on a 
given side of bias. The first two analyses revealed no differences across groups. These 
null findings are interesting, with the "counts" analysis showing that a left-right or up-
down bias did not exist across groups for this presentation style in this sample; and the 
groups do not differ on the overall magnitude of deviation from true center. In the third 
analysis, it was found that when LPD made upward errors in the center position (position 
5), the bias was greater in magnitude than was the bias shown by RPD. Also, when 
downward errors were made in the left center position (position 4), those with RPD, 
compared to NC, showed greater magnitude of downward bias. Overall, though, in our 
sample, these three alternative analyses did not reveal much of a richer picture than was 
shown with the traditional number line ("bias parameter") method. 
In comparison to previous work on line bisection in PD, in the present study the 
bisection biases in the LPD group, in particular, tended to be less consistent and less 
pronounced. It is likely that this is due to the present attempt to isolate a specific area of 
the visual field, which required decreasing the size of line bisection stimuli. Lee et al. 
(2002) found that the larger the bisection line, the larger the bisection bias. This is likely 
because the larger stimulus stretches across more- and less-impaired areas of the visual 
field, allowing for an inconsistency of perception that affects overall spatial judgments 
made about the line. It is conceivable, then, that stimuli that are small enough to be 
presented entirely within a perceptually-compressed area of the visual field will be 
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perceived by LPD to be relatively equally compressed, and therefore will not produce a 
bias in bisection. In other words, the bias would be less, if at all, if the stimulus were not 
large enough to fall across both normal and disordered visual areas. 
It appears, though, that the size of the stimuli used in this study did not preclude 
eliciting a rightward bias from LPD and an "unbiased" response from the other groups. A 
Landmark task that used the same size stimuli as was used in the bisection task was 
given to LPD (n = 8), RPD (n = 11 ), and NC (n = 9) participants (the majority of whom 
also participated in the present bisection study). Pre-bisected lines were presented in 
the center of the screen for 83.3 ms each. After each horizontal bisection presentation, 
participants were asked to judge whether the line was bisected on the left or right. 
Despite the relatively small size of the stimuli, LPD, but neither NC nor RPD, showed a 
statistically significant rightward judgment of center for horizontal bisection. There was 
no difference between groups for vertical line bisection (Norton, Laudate, & Cronin-
Golomb, 2011 ). Also important to note is that this result was seen in the context of 
stimulus presentation times that were shorter than what would allow a saccade to be 
made, suggesting that disrupted eye movements in PO are not the primary cause of the 
left-right visuospatial bias seen in LPD. The lack of finding of upward or downward bias 
on this briefly-presented vertical line bisection task leaves open the possibility that eye 
movements might still be a factor in cases of vertical visuospatial dysfunction in PD. 
Examination of retinal structure (RNFL thickness measured by OCT) revealed 
that across all groups, thickness was greater in the right eye than in the left. This is a 
finding previously seen in normative samples (Budenz, 2008; Mwanza, Durbin, & 
Budenz, 2011 ), but is of unclear origin. Budenz' finding held when the order in which the 
eyes are scanned was reversed, meaning that order of presentation was not the cause. 
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Although it does not explain the specific result, it is hypothesized that there may be 
greater RNFL interocular variability with age (Budenz, 2008). A prior study of RNFL 
thickness in PO (not distinguished by side of onset) reported a reduction in the inferior 
retinal quadrant (lnzelberg et al., 2004). This inferior retinal thinning was not found in 
either of our PO subgroups, in which only a relative thinning of the LPD temporal 
quadrant in comparison to RPD was seen. The lnzelberg et al. sample was about 8 
years younger and 2 years less advanced in illness than ours, on average, though it is 
unclear if that would influence the findings. Gender distribution was comparable across 
the two studies. It is possible that differences in left and right eye variance may account 
for some of the discrepancy in findings, since lnzelberg et al. examined one eye per 
patient and we examined two. A larger sample size might reveal a clearer picture. 
Other researchers have found thinning in PO retinal areas that were not a focus of our 
examination, including sections of the inner and outer macula (Aitinta§ et al., 2008), and 
the paramacular inner retinal layer but not outer retinal layer (Hajee et al., 2009). 
In contrast to the present findings in PO, in early AD OCT scans have shown 
RNFL thinning in the superior and inferior quadrants (Lu et al., 201 0). A possible 
explanation for different results in PO and AD is that the disease processes affect the 
eye through different mechanisms, with PO being affected by reduced dopamine, for 
instance, and AD affected by imbalance of other or additional neurotransmitter(s), such 
as acetylcholine. 
Retinal function, as measured by the FDT, did not differ across groups, although 
overall, the left eye tended to have greater sensitivity than the right, which is contrary to 
a general population study in Japan which found greater sensitivity in the right than the 
left (Tatemichi et al., 2003). Other researchers have found greater variability across 
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quadrants in PD compared to healthy control participants, with disease progression 
correlated with worse performance across the retina, particularly for nasal visual 
quadrants (Silva et al., 2005). 
In a comparison of visual function and retinal structure, line bisection 
performance was correlated with retinal nerve fiber layer thickness as measured by 
OCT. For NC, RNFL thickness in the inferior temporal quadrant of the left eye was 
associated with horizontal and vertical line bisection performance at Position 7, and with 
horizontal bisection performance at Position 8. Thinner RNFLs were correlated with 
rightward bias (for horizontal bisection) or upward bias (for vertical bisection). For LPD, 
RNFL thickness in the superior quadrant of the right eye was associated with vertical line 
bisection performance at Position 2. Similar to NC, a thinner LPD RNFL was correlated 
with an upward bisection bias. And, again similar to NC, LPD showed a correlation of a 
thinner RNFL with a greater rightward bias for horizontal line bisection, for the nasal 
quadrant of the right eye at Position 4. 
In another comparison of function and structure, this time for retinal function and 
retinal structure, it was found that in NC, thinner RNFL was correlated with better FDT 
sensitivity in the superior quadrant of the right eye. Those with LPD showed the same 
correlation between thinner RNFL and better FDT sensitivity in the superior quadrant of 
the left eye. Those with RPD likewise showed thinner-RNFL I better-FDT correlations, 
for the inferior and nasal quadrants of the left eye. The direction of the correlations is 
contrary to expectations, as retinal thinning is typically thought to be associated with 
functional loss (e.g., in HIV, Faria E Arantes et al., 2010; with glaucoma, Tarek et al., 
2003). There is always a possibility that this finding represents a type of measurement 
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error, but there is no obvious source. The correlation was found in each of our three 
groups, which means it is not a purely PD phenomenon. 
In this study, we were also able to compare performance across two functional 
measures: line bisection and FDT. Correlations were only seen in the RPD group, and 
only for the vertical orientation of line bisection. Worse FDT sensitivity in the superior-
nasal quadrant of the right eye was associated with an upward bias on bisection at 
Position 1. Also, worse FDT sensitivity in the inferior left quadrant of the left eye was 
associated with upward bias at Position 8. 
Because FDT and OCT are able to measure the same patch of retina, 
measurements of structure-function relations can be relatively easily acquired with these 
types of equipment. We found some FDT-OCT correlations within the same quadrant of 
retina for each of our tested groups. The correlations between OCT and the results of 
line bisection tasks give another set of structure-function relations for the tested groups. 
The two sets of structure-function correlations do not generally overlap, suggesting that 
FDT and line bisection measure different aspects of visual performance. Although there 
are numerous potential differences between the two functional measures, it is possible 
that a difference of importance (especially for LPD) is that for the line bisection task, 
participants' eye movements are unrestrained, whereas in the FDT (and OCT), the 
participants' gaze is fixed. There is relatively little correlational overlap between the two 
functional measures of line bisection and FDT. The visuospatial functioning measured 
by line bisection is therefore distinct from the retinal contrast sensitivity measured by the 
FDT. When each is combined with OCT, different aspects can be measured and more 
can be learned about the associations between visual abilities and retinal structure. 
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Taken together, these studies provide a survey of retinal and visual function 
along with retinal structure across the visual field in LPD, RPD, and NC. The use of 
these complementary ways of examining visuospatial functioning has the potential to 
further the understanding of the impact of neurodegenerative diseases on the visual 
system. Replicating and expanding upon these types of measures with visual 
cancellation tasks, for instance, and with a larger PD sample may reveal more 
information. As well, the three measures of FDT, OCT, and line bisection can be used 
with other patient populations that may be experiencing visuospatial disruption. 
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Chapter 3. Visual Perceptual Function and Intervention in Alzheimer's Disease, 
Parkinson's Disease, and Normal Aging 
Introduction 
Visual perceptual functioning is reduced to varying degrees in normal aging and 
in individuals with the age-related neurodegenerative disorders of Alzheimer's disease 
(AD) and Parkinson's disease (PD), and may be related to cognitive capacities. 
Reduced stimulus signal strength has been shown to interact with sensory deficits, 
impairing cognition in these groups (Clay et al., 2009; Cronin-Golomb, 1995 & 2004; 
Cronin-Golomb, Corkin & Growden, 1995; Cronin-Golomb et al., 2007; Gilmore, Spinks, 
& Thomas, 2006; Mapstone, Steffenella, & Duffy, 2003; Mendez, Tomsak, & Remler, 
1990; Rizzo, Anderson, Dawson, Myers, & Ball, 2000). A positive converse of this 
relation between vision and cognition is that visually-based interventions may enhance 
cognitive performance. For example, it has been shown that the speed of letter 
identification by AD, PD and healthy older adults can be significantly improved by 
enhancement of stimulus contrast (Amick, Cronin-Golomb & Gilmore, 2003; Cronin-
Golomb et al., 2007; Gilmore, Cronin-Golomb, Neargarder & Morrison, 2005; Gilmore, 
Thomas, Klitz, Persanyi & Tomsak, 1996) and that in AD, contrast sensitivity is related to 
dementia severity (Cronin-Golomb et al., 1991; Cronin-Golomb et al., 2007). 
External supports such as visual enhancement interventions may improve 
cognitive task performance regardless of an individual's ability to compensate for 
cognitive deficits through self-generated strategies. Searching for objects is a necessary 
daily function, and the inability to quickly find sought-for items is a source of frustration 
for healthy adults and for those with vision-compromising disorders such as AD and PD. 
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Because of this, we were interested in whether visual enhancement interventions could 
compensate for suboptimal visual abilities on a complex visual search task. In the 
present study, the game of bingo was chosen to investigate this possibility. 
Bingo is a leisure activity that is widely enjoyed and is available for play by adults 
in the community, in institutions, and online. It was found by one study to be the most 
popularly attended social activity at 50 surveyed senior citizen centers and institutions, 
representing nearly 7,000 active seniors (McNeilly & Burke, 2001). Bingo is not only a 
recreational activity for healthy older adults in the community, but it is also a familiar and 
often-played game for those in nursing homes, assisted living facilities, and assistive day 
centers that cater to individuals with neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer's 
disease (AD) and Parkinson's disease (PO). Little consideration has been given, 
however, to the visual aspects of game play. Standard bingo cards that are used at 
community games are typically small in size and provide poor visual contrast. Moreover, 
bingo players often search multiple cards at once, adding a further cognitive load that 
could result in reduced processing speed and deficient visual search. Reduced visual 
acuity and decreased contrast sensitivity may interact with task complexity to negatively 
affect play. Accordingly, we focused on visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, and visual 
complexity as targets for experimental manipulation. 
Visual acuity. Changes of the visual system are associated with aging and with 
diseases such as AD and PD. A decline in visual acuity is correlated with increasing age 
in healthy adults who have no identifiable eye disease or condition, including those 
whose vision is corrected by optics (Jackson & Owsley, 2003; Owsley, 2011; Owsley, 
Sekuler, & Siemsen, 1983). Compared to healthy age-matched adults, visual acuity is 
reduced in patients with AD (Cronin-Golomb et al., 2007; Neargarder, Stone, Cronin-
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Golomb, & Oross, 2003). While some studies report no conclusive acuity deficits in PO 
(Armstrong, 2008), other research suggests acuity may be reduced (Jones & Donaldson, 
1995; Uc et al., 2005). 
Contrast sensitivity and functional tasks. Contrast sensitivity varies as a 
function of spatial frequency. Older adults show decreased sensitivity compared to 
younger adults, with greater deficits at higher spatial frequencies (Owsley et al., 1983; 
Owsley & Sloane, 1987; Nameda, Kawara, & Ohzu, 1989). In healthy adults across the 
lifespan, decreased contrast sensitivity has been found to predict a decreased ability to 
see pictures of real-world targets including road signs, faces of famous people, and 
everyday objects such as a lamp or coffee cup (Owsley & Sloane, 1987). 
Reduced contrast sensitivity is noted in AD compared to healthy adults of similar 
age. This deficit can still be seen (typically at lower spatial frequencies or across spatial 
frequencies) when factoring in the effect of visual acuity on contrast sensitivity functions 
(Neargarder et al., 2003; Cronin-Golomb et al., 2007). In a visual intervention study, 
food and liquid consumption was able to be significantly increased in severely demented 
individuals with AD by replacing low-contrast white plates and cups with high-contrast 
tableware (Dunne et al., 2004), complementing earlier work by Kess and Gilmore (1998). 
These results provided strong evidence that contrast sensitivity deficits in severe cases 
of AD may deleteriously impact everyday visual functioning. The studies did not address 
to what extent those patients in the earlier stages of the disease, presumably with 
relatively mild contrast sensitivity deficits, may be impaired in their daily tasks. In closely 
controlled laboratory tasks, it has been found that those with milder AD benefited from 
increased contrast to help overcome contrast sensitivity deficits and enhance 
performance on tests using a variety of visual stimuli (Cronin-Golomb et al., 2007; see 
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also Gilmore et al., 2005). Seeing stimuli at a higher contrast level allowed those with 
mild to moderate AD to identify briefly presented letters, words, and pictures at a level of 
proficiency that was similar to that of healthy age-matched adults who viewed the stimuli 
at lower contrast levels. AD performance on a more complex pattern-completion task 
did not benefit from a contrast increase, however, leaving questions about whether 
overcoming contrast sensitivity deficits in individuals with mild to moderate AD can 
attenuate difficulties on complex visually-based tasks. 
In PO, abnormalities are found on measures of contrast sensitivity (e.g., Amick et 
al., 2003; Uc et al., 2005; Davidsdottir et al., 2008; Seichepine et al., in press), with 
sensitivity to middle and high spatial and temporal frequencies reduced in PO patients 
on dopamine precursor therapy (Bodis-Wollner et al., 1987). For PO, it has been 
suggested that "real world" functioning can be impacted under low-contrast conditions, 
such as driving in fog. Contrast sensitivity in PO has been found to be a univariate 
predictor of decreased driving control and crashes at intersections under foggy 
conditions in a driving simulator (Uc et al., 2009). 
Visual Complexity. Bingo players often play multiple cards at once to increase 
their chances of winning. This adds to the size and complexity of the visual array to be 
searched. Speed of visual processing is reduced in older adults and affects numerous 
functional activities, predicting such challenges to independence as driving cessation 
(Edwards, Bart, O'Connor & Cissell, 201 0). Individuals with AD have shown particular 
impairment on a timed visual search task under complex visual conditions (Neargarder & 
Cronin-Golomb, 2005). For those with PO, it has been argued that deficits in visual 
processing, perception, and attention negatively affect search of complex scenes, such 
as while driving a car (Uc et al., 2006). Providing top-down information can help 
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attenuate PD difficulties in locating a target in a complicated visual array (Horowitz, Choi, 
Horvitz, Cote, & Mangels, 2006). 
In light of the known deficiencies in visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, and 
performance on visually complex search tasks described above, this study investigated 
their effects on bingo play. The hypothesis was that functional play could be enhanced 
by increasing the visual contrast and size of standard bingo cards to levels similar to 
commercially available "low-vision" cards. We refer to this type of manipulation as an 
Externally Supported Performance Intervention (ESPI). It was predicted that the 
strongest facilitation of play would be seen in patients with AD, who typically have the 
strongest contrast and acuity deficits. A lesser amount of facilitation was expected in the 
patients with PD, and lesser still in healthy age-matched control participants, who 
experience visual deficits to a lesser degree. It was also hypothesized that adding to the 
game complexity by increasing the number of cards played per game would reduce 
success the most for AD patients, then PD patients, then age-matched control 
participants. This is in accordance with the amount of deficit already experienced by the 
various groups due to decreased visual output, compounded by the added cognitive load 
of playing a more visually complex game. 
Experiment 2: Methods 
Participants. Participants included non-demented individuals with idiopathic PD 
(n=17) and normal control participants (NC; n= 20) who were matched to the PD group 
for age (t [32.6] = .259, p = .80; range: PD = 53-76, NC = 47-81) and education (t [35] = 
.259, p = .80). Individuals with probable AD (n=14) and younger healthy control adults 
(YA; n=19) were compared to an older adult group (OA; n=13) that was age-matched to 
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the AD group (t [20.2] = -1.881, p = .07; range: AD= 62-86, OA = 69-81), and 
education-matched to the YA group (t [30] = -.469, p = .64). The NC and OA were 
drawn from a larger group of healthy adults, matching age and education with 
comparison groups as described here. Nine of the 13 OA were also in the NC group. 
The AD and OA groups differed on education (t [25] = 3.157, p < .01; AD mean [SO]= 
13.1 [2.6], range= 10-18; OA mean [SO]= 16.2 [2.4], range= 13-21). In analyses of 
AD-OA group differences, education was used as a covariate. Participant 
characteristics are summarized in Table 4. 
[Insert Table 4 about here] 
Individuals in the AD group were recruited through day programs and hospitals in 
the Boston MA and Cleveland OH areas as part of a dual-site study, and all met 
NINCDS-ADRDA criteria for probable AD (McKhann et al., 1984). Dementia severity 
was estimated with the Modified Mini-Mental State Exam (mMMS; mean= 31.4, range= 
19-49; Stern et al., 1987; equivalent to mean = 17 .1, range = 11-26 on the standard 
Mini-Mental State Exam [MMSE]; Folstein et al., 1975). We recruited non-demented PO 
participants from the Parkinson's Disease and Movement Disorders Center of the 
Department of Neurology of Boston Medical Center and through local PO support 
groups. PO mMMS scores ranged from 49-57, with a mean of 52.9 (MMSE equivalent 
of 26-30, mean= 27.8). 
NC participants were recruited from the Boston and Cleveland areas. All were 
free of signs of dementia (mMMS mean= 55.3, range 51-57; MMSE mean= 29, range 
27-30; three NC were screened with the MMSE and not the mMMS). YA were 
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undergraduates at Boston University or Case Western Reserve University who 
participated for course credit. 
Other than for a PD or AD diagnosis for those respective groups, participants 
were free of major medical abnormalities as determined by health history screening. 
Exclusion criteria included co-existing serious chronic medical illnesses (including 
psychiatric or neurological), use of psychoactive medication besides antidepressants 
and anxiolytics in the PD or AD groups, use of psychoactive medications in the control 
groups, history of intracranial surgery, traumatic brain injury, alcoholism or other drug 
abuse, or eye disease or substantial abnormalities as noted on a neuro-ophthalmological 
examination. No participant met or exceeded pre-determined cutoff scores on measures 
of depression, including the Beck Depression Inventory II (cutoff= 14; Becket al., 1996) 
for YA, and the Geriatric Depression Scale (cutoff= 17; Yesavage, 1988) for the other 
groups. 
Visual acuity (tested at 16 inches, logMAR values) was found to be worse in the 
older than younger adults (t [12] = 4.76, p < .001; YA mean [SD] = -.097 [.00]; OA mean 
[SD] = .093 [.14]), and for comparison, was also worse in the NC compared to YA group 
(t [19] = 5.54, p <.001; NC mean [SD] = .061 [.13]). Acuity did not differ between PD and 
NC groups (t [25] = .781, p = .44; PD mean [SD] = .107 [.26]; NC mean [SD] = .061 
[.13]), nor between our AD and OA groups, though there was a trend toward worse 
acuity in the AD group (t [24] = 2.02, p = .055, with data missing from one AD; AD mean 
[SD] = .232 [.20]; OA mean [SD] = .093 [.14]). Contrast sensitivity reduction was noted 
(Pelli Robson chart) for older compared to younger adults (t [30] = 5.80, p < .001; YA 
mean [SD] = 1.87 [.1 0]; OA mean [SD] = 1.62 [.16]), and for comparison, was also 
noted in the NC compared to YA group (t [37] = 5.40, p < .001; NC mean [SD] = 1.70 
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[.18]). Contrast sensitivity did not differ between the PO and NC groups (t [32.4] = .338, 
p = . 7 4, with data missing from one PD; PD mean [SD] = 1. 72 [.18]; NC mean [SD] = 
1. 70 [.18]). The AD group showed lower contrast sensitivity than the OA group (t [25] = 
2.14, p < .05; AD mean [SO]= 1.36 [.40]; OA mean [SO]= 1.62 [1.6]). NC, OA, AD, and 
PD received a detailed neuro-ophthalmological examination to rule out visual disorders 
arising from dysfunction of the anterior pathways, including cataracts, glaucoma, and 
macular degeneration. YA did not receive this examination but reported themselves to 
have no history of significant abnormalities in vision or eye health. 
Procedures: Externally Supported Performance Intervention. Study 
procedures were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Boston 
University, Case Western Reserve University, and University Hospitals Case Medical 
Center. All individuals gave written informed consent; for participants with AD, 
caregivers additionally gave written informed assent. 
The bingo task was designed to simulate actual game play as closely as possible 
within the limits of a laboratory experiment. Bingo cards were based on those used at 
community bingo halls licensed by the Massachusetts State Lottery Commission, and on 
those commercially available for recreational use in the low-vision community. Black 
and white electronic versions of bingo cards were created to approximate the size, 
design, and visual contrast of standard bingo cards typically used in community bingo 
games in the Boston area. These served as our small-size normal-contrast cards 
(approximately 2.75 inches x 2.9 inches on the screen). For large-size cards, the 
electronic cards were scaled 222% to match the approximate font size of typical bingo 
cards commercially available for use by individuals with low vision (approximately 7.2 
inches x 7.5 inches on the screen). For enhanced-contrast cards, the cards were 
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adjusted in visual contrast to levels similar to those of low vision cards. The normal-
contrast cards had an estimated Michelson contrast of 62% (approximately 7.2 cd/m2 
black; 30.6 cd/m2 white), and the enhanced cards had an estimated Michelson contrast 
of 85% (approximately 7.2 cd/m2 black; 90.4 cd/m2 white). Task complexity was varied 
by presenting either one card or six concurrent cards per game. See Figure 6. 
[Insert Figure 6 about here] 
Automated bingo games were presented by a Dell Latitude 0820 laptop 
computer on a 17 inch cathode ray tube touch-screen monitor (ELO Touchsystems, 
ET1726C), using the stimulus presentation software Superlab (Cedrus, version 4.0.4). 
The monitor was rotated 90 degrees to allow for bingo cards to be presented lengthwise, 
which is typical of how groups of cards are oriented in bingo hall play. The monitor was 
regularly calibrated (Colorvision Spyder2PRO, v. 2.2). Participants were positioned at 
eye level to the monitor in a chinrest, at a distance of 16 inches. They wore a rubber 
finger cot over their dominant-hand pointing finger to maintain the integrity of the touch 
screen. 
Game presentation was predetermined. For each game, a participant was 
shown a card or set of cards on the monitor. She or he was instructed to touch the "Free 
Space" to begin the game, after which a recorded voice called a letter-number 
combination (e.g., "B-5"). The laptop speakers played the voice recording at maximum 
volume, allowing all participants to hear it without difficulty. The experimenter 
simultaneously presented the letter-number combination on a paper flipbook located 
next to the monitor, simulating the current "called ball" board or television monitor 
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present at many community bingo games. Participants were instructed to touch the 
number on their electronic card as soon as they heard it called. When the correct 
number was touched, a semi-transparent, colored electronic ink-daub appeared over the 
number. A touch that registered anywhere on the screen other than within the box of the 
correct number did not produce an electronic ink-daub, was scored as an error, and 
caused the number to be called another time. Errors were not included in the analyses. 
Two seconds after a correct response, the next letter-number combination was called. 
Because "errors" were sometimes caused by over- or under-sensitivity of the 
touchscreen, we did not analyze results for participants' accuracy of response. 
Variables included size of card (small and large); visual contrast (normal, 
enhanced); and complexity of game (1 or 6 simultaneous cards). Participants received 
one game per combination of variables, except that it was not possible to present a 
large-size 6-card array due to size constraints of the computer monitor. Each participant 
played two unscored practice games prior to six scored games. Response time was 
recorded per bingo call and was averaged across conditions. For each game, target 
positions were distributed across the entire array. To reduce potential order effects, four 
different sets of games were used, with presentation order of the conditions varied 
across participants. 
Analyses were performed for within-participant and between-participant factors. 
Because 6-card arrays could not be presented in large size, only 1-card small and 1-
card large games were used in analyses of card size, and comparisons were not made 
of size by complexity. 
Participants were tested for dominant-hand motor speed using the Purdue 
Pegboard Test (Lafayette Instrument). 
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Results 
Within-Participants Analyses. In the following analyses, planned t-tests were 
conducted in order to maximize the sensitivity of detecting differences within each group. 
All response times (RT) were measured in milliseconds. 
Card Size. To determine the effect of card size on RT within each group, paired-
sample t-tests were performed on 1-card small and 1-card large games, collapsed 
across contrast levels. For all groups, RT were shorter when using large cards than 
when using small cards (YA: t [18] = 3.79, p < .001; NC: t [19] = 3.56, p < .01; OA: t [12] 
= 2.41, p < .05; AD: t [13] = 2.55, p < .05; PO: t [16] = 2.39, p < .05) (Figure 7). 
Game Complexity. To determine the effect of game complexity on RT within 
each group while controlling for effects of game size, 1-card small and 6-card small 
games were analyzed, collapsed across contrast levels. For all groups, RT was shorter 
for 1-card small games than for 6-card small games (YA: t [18] = 13.00, p <.001; NC: t 
[19] = 20.00, p < .001; OA: t [12] = -12.96, p < .001; AD: t [13] = 10.10, p < .001; PO: t 
[16] = 14.16, p < .001) (Figure 8). 
Visual Contrast. To determine the effect of visual contrast on RT within each 
group, normal-contrast games were compared to enhanced-contrast games, collapsed 
across size and game complexity. RTs were shorter for games with enhanced-contrast 
cards than with normal-contrast cards for AD (t [13] = 2.18, p < .05) and YA (t [18] = 
2.49, p < .05). No effect of contrast was found for NC (t [19] =1.11, p = .28), OA (t [12] = 
.68, p = .51), or PO (t [16] = 1.09, p = .29) (Figure 9). For YAs, but not the other groups, 
performance on the Pelli Robson contrast sensitivity test correlated with performance on 
the normal-contrast condition (Spearman's rho= -.46, p < .048). When the two YAs 
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with the lowest Pelli Robson score (i.e., 1.65) were removed from the analysis, the 
previously noted contrast effect no longer held (p=.075). 
[Insert Figures 7, 8, 9 about here] 
Between-Participants Analyses. 
Contrast by Size. We performed a series of 2x2x2 mixed design analyses of 
variance (ANOVAs) to examine variables of group (varies as shown below), contrast 
(normal, enhanced}, and card size (small, large). Motor speed as measured by 
dominant-hand performance on the Purdue Pegboard was not a significant covariate, 
except where noted. Contrast sensitivity was measured by the Pelli-Robson chart and 
was not a significant covariate. Effect sizes for the combined effects of contrast and 
card size for group are reported in Table 5. 
[Insert Table 5 about here) 
YA vs. OA. Because the average age of the OA group was higher than that of 
the NC group, we chose the OA group to compare to YA to investigate potential aging 
effects. When comparing YAs to OAs, results revealed a main effect of group (F [1, 30] 
= 4.64, p < .05), in which YAs (M [SE] = 2375 [42]) performed faster than OAs (M [SE] = 
2515 [50]). There was a main effect of size (F (1, 30) = 17.89, p < .001 }, in which both 
groups performed faster on large cards (M [SE] = 2394 [32]) than on small cards (M [SE] 
= 2495 [36]). No other main effects or interactions were significant. 
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PO vs. NC. Results revealed a main effect of group (F (1, 35) = 8.45, p < .01) 
with PD participants (M [SE] = 2783 [57]) performing more slowly than NC participants 
(M [SE] = 2556 [53]). There was a main effect of size (F (1, 35) = 17.37, p < .001 ), in 
which both groups performed faster on large cards (M [SE] = 2603 [41]) than on small 
cards (M [SE] = 2736 [43]). No other main effects or interactions were significant. 
AD vs. OA. Results revealed a main effect of group (F (1, 24) = 21.91, p < .001) 
with education as a covariate (F (1, 24) = 4.92, p < .05) in which OAs performed faster 
(M [SE] = 2515 [282]) than ADs (M [SE] = 4023 [272]). There was a main effect of size 
(F (1, 25) = 8.07, p < .001 ), in which both groups performed faster on large cards (M 
[SE] = 3082 [196]) than on small cards (M [SE] = 3456 [217]). No other main effects or 
interactions were significant. 
Contrast by Complexity. We performed individual 2x2x2 mixed design 
ANOVAs to examine group (varies as shown below), contrast (normal, enhanced), and 
game complexity (1, 6 cards). Motor speed as measured by dominant-hand 
performance on the Purdue Pegboard was not a significant covariate, except where 
noted. Contrast sensitivity was measured by the Pelli-Robson chart and was not a 
significant covariate. Effect sizes for significant combined effects of contrast and 
complexity for group are reported in Table 5. 
YA vs. OA. When comparing YAs to OAs, the main effect of group was not 
significant (F (1, 29) = .42, p = .52) when accounting for motor speed of the Purdue 
Pegboard (F (1, 29) = 4.62, p < .05). There was a main effect of complexity (F (1, 30) = 
357.18, p < .001) for which performance was faster for the 1-card games (M [SE] = 2445 
[33]) than for 6-card games (M [SE] = 4940 [143]). No other main effects or interactions 
were significant. 
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PO vs. NC. When comparing PDs to NCs, results revealed a main effect of 
group (F (1, 35) = 8.23, p < .01) with PD participants (M [SE] = 4349 [111]) performing 
more slowly than NC participants (M [SE] = 3915 [1 03]). A main effect of complexity was 
found (F (1, 35) = 538.88, p < .001), with faster performance on 1-card games (M [SE] = 
2736 [43]) than on 6-card games (M [SE] = 5529 [130]). No other main effects or 
interactions were significant. 
AD vs. OA. When comparing ADs to OAs, results revealed a main effect of 
group (F (1, 23) = 14.51, p < .001) with education (F (1, 23) = 5.01, p < .05) and motor 
speed (F (1, 25) = 5.08, p < .05) factored as covariates. AD participants (M [SE] = 4023 
[272]) performed more slowly than OA (M [SE] = 2515 [282]). There was a main effect 
of complexity (F (1, 25) = 218.51, p < .001), with faster performance on 1-card games (M 
[SE] = 3269 [196]) than on 6-card games (M [SE] = 7022 [361]). There was also a group 
by complexity interaction (F (1, 25) = 13.62, p < .001 ); OA 1-card: M [SE] = 2515 [282]; 
6-card: M [SE] = 5331 [520]; AD 1-card: M [SE] = 4023 [272]; 6-card: M [SE] = 8712 
[501 ]. No other main effects or interactions were significant. There was a trend toward 
a group by contrast interaction (F (1 ,25) = 3.70, p=.066). 
Summary of results. The effects of changing card size, complexity, and 
contrast were larger for AD than for PD or for normal older adults, compared to their 
respective control groups. That is, using bingo cards that were larger than standard size 
increased the spe_ed at which the correct target was found by healthy younger and older 
adults and by individuals with PD or AD. Playing with a reduced number of 
simultaneous cards also improved task performance in all tested groups. In addition, of 
the older groups, patients with AD benefited from using bingo cards that had greater 
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visual contrast than is used for standard cards. An increase in contrast did not decrease 
response time for those with PO, or for the NC or OA control participants, which 
suggests that standard bingo cards provide sufficient contrast for optimal play by these 
groups. We did not observe differences in visual acuity between our patient and control 
groups, and found that increasing card size reduced response times for all groups. 
Discussion 
It was found that introducing externally-supported performance interventions 
(ESPis)- in this case, external support through the manipulation of visual aspects of 
game stimuli - improved performance in normal adults and in individuals with AD or PO 
on the complex visual search task used in this study. As hypothesized, response times 
were facilitated the most by strengthening visual stimulus characteristics for patients with 
AD, who typically have the largest contrast and acuity deficits. A lesser amount of 
facilitation was found for the PO patients, and the least for healthy age-matched control 
participants relative to their younger counterparts. It was also found that increasing 
game complexity by adding to the number of cards played per game reduced success 
the most for AD patients, then PO patients, then age-matched healthy adults. It appears 
that visual and cognitive complexity adds to the cognitive load of game play, 
compounding the deficit already experienced by the various groups because of reduced 
visual input. Increasing visual contrast of game cards improved performance for both 
the YA and AD groups. For the YA, this effect was driven by the two individuals who 
had the poorest contrast sensitivity. When their data were removed from the analysis, 
the effect disappeared. Bingo performance was not similarly correlated with contrast 
sensitivity for those with AD, indicating a genuine effect for this group. 
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Bingo can be thought of as an ecologically valid visual search task. A strength of 
the current study is that it is a naturalistic representation of game play within an 
experimentally controlled environment. We were limited in our ability to collect accuracy 
data (not being able to distinguish between genuine errors and errors recorded as a 
result of over- or under-sensitivity of the touch screen for individual participants). We 
found, however, that a major problem experienced by many game players is insufficient 
speed of search. Our results speak directly to the ability to increase speed through 
manipulation of visual and cognitive variables associated with the game. 
The implications of increasing the accessibility of leisure activities such as bingo 
for older adults are far from a trivial. There is growing evidence that being cognitively 
and socially engaged helps maintain the integrity of cognitive function as we grow older 
(reviewed in Bielak, 2010). Symptoms of depression (Rosenberg et al., 2010) and 
hypochondria (Krawczynski & Olszewski, 2000) can be reduced by combining cognitive 
and physical activity. It has also been shown that engaging in social and leisure 
activities helps maintain or even improve cognition over time (Bassuk, Glass, & 
Berkman, 1999), possibly reducing the risk of developing dementia (Hughes, Chang, 
Vander Silt, & Ganguli, 201 0; Wang, Karp, Winblad, & Fratiglioni, 2002). While these 
effects likely apply to a wide variety of leisure activities, longitudinal research that 
specifically includes bingo has shown that participating in this or another recreational 
gambling activity was predictive of greater self-reported social support (Vander Silt, 
Dodge, Pandav, Shaffer, & Ganguli, 2004). For patients with moderate to severe AD 
(MMSE range of 8 to 24), participating in bingo for 20 minutes was reported to increase 
cognitive performance on picture naming and word list recognition, whereas participating 
in 20 minutes of physical activity did not (Sobel, 2001 ). 
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Though such findings advocate for patient engagement in games and other 
social activities, these benefits are not available to those who do not play. Difficulty in 
perceiving the component stimuli of a game such as bingo would likely decrease both 
the desirability and probability of participating. This is especially relevant for those 
residing in communal or long-term care facilities where bingo and related games 
represent a regular activity and where opportunities for social engagement may 
otherwise be limited in scope and frequency. 
We have shown in the present ESPI study that increasing the size of stimuli, 
enhancing visual contrast, and limiting game complexity can improve performance on a 
familiar, complex visual search task. Of particular interest is the observed beneficial 
effect of increased stimulus contrast for the AD group. This finding provides a practical 
example of how decreased contrast sensitivity, observed in previous lab studies of AD 
(e.g., Neargarder et al., 2003; Cronin-Golomb et al., 2007) adversely impacts everyday 
activities. More importantly, it shows that increasing stimulus contrast can improve the 
successful performance of mildly to moderately demented patients on a real-world task. 
There is undoubtedly a need for improving successful performance. For instance, in 
interviews with 130 community-dwelling patients with mild-to-moderate AD, 65% of AD 
patients reported decreased initiation of engagement in leisure activities. Of those, 44% 
said the reason was a decreased interest and 34% said that they experienced impaired 
performance that dissuaded them from pursuing their interests (Cook, Fay, & Rockwood, 
2008). By making leisure activities more visually and cognitively accessible with simple 
visual and cognitive interventions that are easy to apply, performance and likely 
participation in everyday leisure activities may be meaningfully enhanced. Benefits to 
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health and cognition may follow from the promotion of more active social and cognitive 
engagement. 
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Chapter 4. General Discussion 
One of the ways that research has the potential to be useful is if it can increase 
the knowledge of other researchers, who can build upon it, and also help provide insight 
into functioning for patients themselves. The findings presented in this paper have the 
potential to do both for the topic of visual functioning in PD and AD. 
The current findings add to the literature that shows that the primary motor and 
memory symptoms of James Parkinson's and Alois Alzheimer's respective eponymic 
disorders are not the only symptoms that interfere with patients' functional living. For 
visuospatial functioning in PD, structural (OCT) and functional correlates (FDT) have 
been shown to be related to visuospatial abilities (line bisection). For other aspects of 
vision in PD and AD, including acuity and contrast sensitivity, deficits caused by 
dysfunction of these abilities were found to be capable of mitigation with the 
manipulation of stimulus features (e.g., increasing size, contrast). 
This research lays the groundwork for further exploration of visual function, as 
well as for patient-centric education and intervention. The findings of Experiment 1 
suggest, for example, the possibility that left-visual-field perceptual compression of 
space in LPD may be functionally reduced with smaller stimuli. That may mean that 
spatial judgments for objects that are farther away (and therefore smaller than closer 
ones of the same size) would be less biased. As well, those with PD can potentially 
benefit from gaining increased insight into their disrupted visuospatial functioning. 
Those who participated in Experiment 1 received a debriefing in which the concept of left 
visual field compression was explained to them. During one such explanation, an LPD 
patient's eyes widened and he exclaimed, "Is that why I hit mailboxes on the side of the 
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road when I drive? The passenger-side of my car is all scratched up!" It is hoped that 
increased insight can allow for compensation of these visuospatial deficits. In many 
cases, this would likely take the form of a patient consciously correcting for visuospatial 
biases. In the case of the participant described here, it may take the form of utilizing 
public transportation! 
The findings of improved performance for healthy and afflicted groups in 
Experiment 2 suggests the value of visual support as an easy-to-apply intervention to 
enhance cognitive performance for the activity of playing bingo. Based on previous 
literature, it is unlikely that improvement from ESPis is limited to the game of bingo. A 
future line of research would be to try to apply increased contrast to other functional 
tasks. AD performance in other practical, recreational, and leisure activities that involve 
visual input may benefit from similar visual contrast manipulations. Increasing contrast 
for reading material is a basic manipulation that can be achieved by utilizing higher 
contrast print (e.g., reading a book or magazine rather than newsprint) or by raising the 
luminance of the lighting in the room in which someone with contrast deficits reads. 
Using increased contrast to improve functional interaction within the home environment 
and to facilitate other activities of daily living has been proposed (e.g., Dunne, 2004). In 
other areas of visual functioning, motion perception has been found to be decreased in 
AD (Gilmore et al., 1994}, and the motion of approaching objects can be confusing to AD 
patients (Mapstone & Duffy, 201 0). In the laboratory, motion perception in AD has been 
improved by simply increasing stimulus strength (i.e., contrast; Gilmore, Wenk, Naylor, & 
Koss, 1994). Regarding motion in leisure activities, perhaps using high-contrast 
badminton shuttlecocks or high-contrast tennis balls can help improve the game (or at 
least the experience) of an early Alzheimer patient engaged in one of these activities. 
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Through the implementation of interventions such these, and through further 
exploration of the visual profiles of those with neurodegenerative diseases, more can be 
learned about the disorders and functional visual activities can be improved. 
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Tables 
Table 1. Experiment 1: Participant Characteristics 
Age, Male: Education, Disease MMSE, mean 
mean Female mean Duration, score (SD) 
years years mean years 
(SD) (SD) (SD) 
NC (n=11) 70 (5.5) 4:7 17 (2.0) N/A 28.4 (1.0) 
LPD (n=10) 64 (8.6) 7:3 16 (2.1) 9.5 (4.4) 27.9 (1.5) 
RPD (n=10) 67 (8.0) 4:6 16 (1.4) 8.8 (5.6) 28.4 (0.9) 
NC=Normal control participants; LPD=Left body-onset Parkinson's disease; RPD=Right 
body-onset Parkinson's disease; SD=standard deviation; MMSE= Mini-Mental State 
Exam or Modified Mini-Mental State Exam converted equivalent 
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Table 2. Eye Tracking Area of Interest Comparisons for Horizontal Line Bisection 
Group AOis Horizontal, Horizontal, Horizontal, Compared Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 
Center & 
Positive C>P n.s. C>P 
NC 
Center & C>N N>C C>N Negative 
Positive & N>P N>P N>P 
Negative 
Center & 
Positive C>P C>P C>P 
LPD 
Center & C>N N>C C>N Negative 
Positive & N>P N>P P>N 
Negative 
Center & 
Positive C>P n.s. C>P 
RPD 
Center & C>N N>C C>N Negative 
Positive & n.s. N>P P>N 
Negative 
For each participant group, pairs of AOis (each representing percentage of time 
participants looked in a region) were compared at the specified screen position. Within-
participant AOI pairs that were statistically different (p<.01) are included on the table. 
Which of the two AOis were viewed proportionally more is indicated by the "greater than" 
(>) relation. AOI=area of interest; Horizontal=horizontalline bisection orientation; 
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Position=screen position (see Figure 1 a); NC=normal control; LPD=Ieft body-onset 
Parkinson's disease; RPD=right body-onset Parkinson's disease; C=center AOI; 
P=positive (right) AOI; N=negative (left) AOI; n.s.=statistically non-significant result. 
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Table 3. Eye Tracking Area of Interest Comparisons for Vertical Line Bisection 
Group AOis Vertical, Vertical, Vertical, Compared Position 2 Position 5 Position 8 
Center & C>P C>P C>P 
Positive 
NC 
Center & N>C C>N C>N 
Negative 
Positive & N>P n.s. n.s. 
Negative 
Center & C>P C>P C>P 
Positive 
LPD 
Center & N>C C>N C>N 
Negative 
Positive & N>P n.s. N>P 
Negative 
Center & n.s. C>P C>P 
Positive 
RPD 
Center & N>C C>N C>N 
Negative 
Positive & N>P n.s. N>P 
Negative 
For each participant group, pairs of AOis (each representing percentage of time 
participants looked in a region) were compared at the specified screen position. Within-
participant AOI pairs that were statistically different (p<. 01) are included on the table. 
Which of the two AOis were viewed proportionally more is indicated by the "greater than" 
(>) relation. AOI=area of interest; Vertical=verticalline bisection orientation; 
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Position=screen position (see Figure 1 a); NC=normal control; LPD=Ieft body-onset 
Parkinson's disease; RPD=right body-onset Parkinson's disease; C=center AOI; 
P=positive (upper) AOI; N=negative (lower) AOI; n.s.=statistically non-significant result. 
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Table 4. Experiment 2: Participant Characteristics 
Age Male: Education, in MMSE, mean Mean Acuity, 
Female years (SO) score (range) logMAR (SO) 
[Snellen] 
YA (n=19) 22 (2.1) 8:11 15.8 (1.3) N/A -.097 (.000) 
[20/16] 
OA (n=13) 73 (4.5) 4:9 16.2 (2.4) 28.5 (27-30) .093 (.144) 
[20/25] 
AD (n=14) 78 (8.4) 5:9 13.1 (2.6) 17.1 (11-26) .232 (.201) 
[20/32] 
NC (n=20) 65 (8.7) 11:9 17.0 (2.5) 29.0 (27-30) .061 (.127) 
[20/20] 
PO (n=18) 66 (5.4) 10:8 16.8(1.7) 27.5 (24-30) .107(.216) 
[20/25] 
MMSE=Modified Mini-Mental State Examination scores, converted to standard Mini-
Mental State Exam equivalent; YA=Younger adult control participants; OA=Oider adults, 
matched to YA and AD; AD=Aizheimer's disease participants; NC=Normal control 
participants, matched to PO; PD=Parkinson's disease participants. SO = standard 
deviation. Acuity was measured at 16", and Snellen values are approximations of mean 
logMAR values, for comparison. 
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Table 5. Effect Size of Group Comparisons 
Group Combined effects of card Effect Combined effects of Effect 
Comparisons size and contrast: Mean size contrast and size 
RT in ms (SO) complexity: Mean RT in 
ms (SO) 
YAvs. OA 2375 (41.5) vs. 2515 .13 No effect No 
(50.2) effect 
PO vs. NC 2783 (57.4) vs. 2556 .19 4349 (111.3) vs. 3915 .19 
(52.9) (102.6) 
ADvs. OA 4023 (272.1) vs. 2515 .48 6368 (362.6) vs. 3923 .38 
(282.4) (376.3) 
RT=response time; ms=milliseconds; SD=standard deviation; YA=Younger adult control 
participants; OA=Oider adults, matched to YA and AD; AD=Aizheimer's disease 
participants; NC=Normal control participants, matched to PO; PD=Parkinson's disease 
participants. Note: The combined effects of card size and complexity could not be 
examined because the computer display could not physically accommodate the large-
card, high-complexity array. 
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Figures 
Figure 1. Visualization of Line Bisection Positions, Frequency Doubling 
Technology (FDT} and Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT} Retinal Quadrants, 
and Schematics of Sectors 
1a. 2 3 1b. 1 
4 5 6 
Nasal (Right Eye) or Nasal (Left Eye) or 
Temporal (Left Eye) Temporal (Right Eye) 
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7 8 9 
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(Left/Right Eye) 
1 c. 
Superior Superior Superior Superior 
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Sectors: Interaction of 
"x"Shaped Quadrants 
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Figure 2. Horizontal Line Bisection Results by Screen Position and by Group 
ONe 
.LPO 
II RPO 
Each graph is located on this page in the analogous position to where stimuli it 
represents were presented (see Figure 1 a). Positive values on the x-axis represent 
greater rightward bisection bias, negative numbers represent greater leftward bisection 
bias, zero represents true center. NC=Normal control participants; LPD=Left body-onset 
Parkinson's disease; RPD=Right body-onset Parkinson's disease. *p < .05. 
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Figure 3. Vertical Line Bisection Results by Screen Position and by Group 
ONe 
.LPD 
II RPD 
Each graph is located on this page in the analogous position to where stimuli it 
represents were presented (see Figure 1 a). Positive values on the y-axis represent 
greater upward bisection bias, negative numbers represent greater downward bisection 
bias, zero represents true center. NC=Normal control participants; LPD=Left body-onset 
Parkinson's disease; RPD=Right body-onset Parkinson's disease. *p < .05. 
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Figure 4. Eye Tracking Heat Map Representations for Vertical Line Bisection 
Each of the nine diagrams represent where participants in a given group looked while 
performing the line bisection task. Each diagram contains a line bisection stimulus for 
reference and associated eye tracking data. Diagrams are shown for selected screen 
positions (by row; see schematics on left side for position), and for LPD, NC, and RPD 
(by column). Darker colors represent longer time looking at an area. Each map 
represents performance from all members of the participant group. NC=Normal control 
participants; LPD=Left body-onset Parkinson's disease; RPD=Right body-onset 
Parkinson's disease. 
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Figure 5. Eye Tracking Heat Map Representations for Horizontal Line Bisection 
Each of the six diagrams represent where participants in a given group looked while 
performing the line bisection task. Each diagram contains a line bisection stimulus for 
reference and associated eye tracking data. Diagrams are shown for selected screen 
positions (by column; see schematics at top of column for position), and for LPD, NC, 
and RPD (by row). Darker colors represent longer time looking at an area. Each map 
represents performance from all members of the participant group. NC=Normal control 
participants; LPD=Left body-onset Parkinson's disease; RPD=Right body-onset 
Parkinson's disease. 
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Figure 6. Example Bingo Cards 
a. 
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b1. 
•=MM~IC·I 
. Sj16~40 50 65! 
6 [19.31 57.72 
.10 127 :;:~. 49.63' 
, I 
. 3 :30.37 59 69 
'12!17 34 55,71 
•=MM~IC·I 
1 i18 42 60161. 
4 26 36 58 64~ 
' ' 13 29 :::~. 54 75. 
-- _, ' 
b2. 
I=MM~IC•* 
10 16'38!50 70 
9 23 32 51 66 
1 25 :::~.152 62 
5 22.35'4s 67 . 
2 29 41.60 74 
B I N G 0 
1 27 42:47 71 
• s 26 44i55 75 
~ .. --· 
6 28 :::~50 74 
7 :21 45 53 68j 15 18 36159 72 
15;20.33'4!~6~ 11 11 .17.45]49 65. 
I:MMt,~C·J 
10 18'32\9 67 
• 9:21:31152.66 
. 5 . 24 :::~.]56.69 
13 30 40!54 75 
·=··~···J 10 126 39 58 73 
7 ,29 38 46 64: 
1 4! 25 ·:.~~.~49' 63: 
L -~ ; • 
c2. 1 .16 4348.62 
12:20 41 53 61. 
3 23 37 54 65 
' ' 
Note: a) large size, enhanced contrast, 1-card game (showing some electronic "ink 
daubs"); b) small size, normal (b1) and enhanced (b2) contrast, 1-card games (with 
"daubs"); c) small size, normal (c1) and enhanced (c2) contrast, 6-card games (no 
"daubs"). See text for description of actual card sizes. 
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Figure 7. Effect of Card Size on Response Time for Each Participant Group 
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YA=Younger adult control participants; OA=Oider adults, matched to YA and AD; 
AD=Aizheimer's disease participants; NC=Normal control participants, matched to PD; 
PD=Parkinson's disease participants. *p<0.05; **p<.01; **p<0.001. 
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Figure 8. Effect of Game Complexity on Response Time for Each Participant 
Group 
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YA=Younger adult control participants; OA=Oider adults, matched to YA and AD; 
AD=Aizheimer's disease participants; NC=Normal control participants, matched to PD; 
PD=Parkinson's disease participants. ***p<0.001. 
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Figure 9. Effect of Contrast on Response Time for Each Participant Group 
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YA=Younger adult control participants; OA=Oider adults, matched to YA and AD; 
AD=Aizheimer's disease participants; NC=Normal control participants, matched to PD; 
PD=Parkinson's disease participants. *p<0.05. 
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